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Abstract 
This study examines how Microsoft applies offensive marketing warfare through negative 
advertisements in relation to their combat with Google on a highly competitive tech-market. By 
investigating the battlefield between the companies through a competitive analysis, it can be 
understood which developments on the market have an influence on Microsoft in their attempt to 
educate the consumer of which products to use, and hereby questioning Microsoft’s intentions in 
regards to how political campaigns are produced. Through the perspective of marketing warfare 
theory, observations and content analysis, it is concluded that companies can act offensively 
against their competitors in order to affect the market. They can influence which products and 
brands consumers’ use, with the overall aim to get more consumers to favor their own. 
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Summary 
Denne projektrapport tager udgangspunkt i moderne krigsførelse indenfor marketings feltet, i 
relation til hvordan virksomheder i et konkurrencedygtigt landskab agerer når de udfordrer 
hinanden. Microsoft lancerede i 2012 en offensiv kampagne mod Google, kaldet “Scroogled”. 
Her har Microsoft hyret Mark Penn, som har en baggrund i politik, hvilket kan give en forståelse 
for de uortodokse metoder som kampagnen bruger. Projektrapporten vil undersøge hvordan 
Microsoft har gjort brug af politiske inspireret marketing strategier for at konkurrere mod Google 
og styrke deres eget brand. Gennem krigsførelses teori vil slagmarken mellem de to 
virksomheder blive analyseret, for at forstå hvorfor Microsoft har ageret som de har for at 
underminere Google i stedet for at brande dem selv. Der undersøges i hvilket omfang Microsoft 
har benyttet offensiv markedsføring, gennem den politiske forankring på baggrund af deres 
ansættelse af tidligere politisk kampagne strategist, Mike Penn. Der undersøges gennem empirisk 
data fra observationer hvordan Microsoft forstår deres egen markedsføring og hvordan dette 
spiller en rolle i forbindelse med konflikten mod Google. Ved at dykke ned i kampagnen kan vi 
komme frem til en forståelse for de generelle problemstillinger for Microsofts handlinger, men på 
baggrund af teori samtidigt også opnå en indsigt i Scroogled kampagnens indvirkning. På 
baggrund af disse undersøgelser konkluderes, at når en større virksomhed med kapacitet og et 
stærkt brand går ud og udfordrer deres største konkurrent som fortrinsvist sidder på magten og 
har den største markedsandel på specifikke produkter, så er offensiv markedsføring i form af en 
diskrimination af modparten at foretrække for at forstærke sin egen position hos forbrugeren. 
Scroogled kampagnen har gjort brug af offensiv markedsføring med inspiration fra klassisk 
krigsførelse og specielt ved benyttelse af negative reklamer med inspirationer hentet fra det 
politiske landskab til at opnå dette.  
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1. Introduction 
Compared to years ago, data technology has changed so much and, as a result, the perceptions of 
reality have been transformed. Tools such as computers, apps, software/hardware systems and 
search engines have opened new visual worlds, and fostered a whole new range of not only 
perceptual skills, but also new knowledge for our society. The constant evolution of data 
technology has created a new breed of buyers/consumers. These new buyers are seeking to 
connect, and are impatient when making more elusive and impulsive purchases when it comes to 
making decisions about buying. They are also more informed and hungry for knowledge than 
their pre-millennium ancestors (York, 2013). For all this, we can thank two organizations: 
Microsoft Corporation and Google Inc. They have made it possible through their stiff 
competition in regards to a continuous development of innovative products that needs to satisfy 
today's consumers. 
 
Today’s data technology consumers are surrounded with online information. As York (2013) 
rightly puts it,  
 
“Virtually, every business problem, process, product, and service, no matter how obscure, 
seems to have garnered at least one blog post or forum comment (businessinsider.com). 
One could debate the quality of this information, but not the quantity. Most business 
searches turn up thousands if not millions of results that include product descriptions, 
product reviews, new articles, videos, podcasts, images, books, white papers, free trials, 
presentations, Wikipedia entries, rankings, blog posts, comments, tweets, etc.” (York, 
2013).  
 
Whatever the question, the chances are that someone online already has an answer. Microsoft’s 
Scroogled campaign is one such example of this, of how fast information floods online, and its 
impact, be it positive or negative. Microsoft’s Scroogled campaign is a direct attack on Google 
using negative advertisements, which are seen to have been inspired from Mark Penn’s political 
background, since he is the person behind the whole campaign. Penn, the Executive Vice 
President and Chief Strategy Officer at Microsoft, is responsible for working on core strategic 
issues across the company’s products, value propositions and investments. Penn is also 
responsible for leading the company’s competitive research and analysis. In politics, negative 
advertising is a technique used to offensively attack an opponent by referring to its negative 
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aspects, instead of focusing on one self’s positive attributes (US Legal, 2012). Microsoft 
probably had this in mind when hiring Penn, an ex-Clintonite adviser who pioneered the practice 
of micro-targeting advertisements based on consumer behaviour, to offensively attack Google by 
treating the company like a political rival (DePillis, 2013). Micro-targeting is a strategy that uses 
consumer information to find what they have in common in order to come up with direct ways of 
getting to them by influencing their thoughts and actions, by use of their preferred 
communication channel (Rouse, 2013). Microsoft’s Scroogled campaign was an example of a 
micro-targeting advertisement as the company used demographics and data to know that privacy 
is important to consumers, and it used this aspect to offensively attack Google. The tech giants 
are locked in a multi-front struggle whose outcome have consequences on their consumers 
around the world. Both Google and Microsoft are at crossroads because of too many threats on 
the market, and this problem has forced the two to find alternatives on how to strategize in order 
to win them.  
 
These two companies are trying all they can to stay ahead of the competition, even if it means 
offensively attacking one another directly. One can question the reasons for companies not 
striving to position themselves ahead by focusing on innovating and improving their own 
products, instead of focusing on others. The Scroogled campaign is one such example of an 
offensive play, which Microsoft claims is a way of educating the public about how Google is 
invading consumer privacy, amongst other concerns (Scroogled, 2014). This offensive marketing 
campaign is what awoke our curiosity and interest in investigating the tension between the two 
giants, focusing on Microsoft’s reasoning behind an offensive marketing strategy, and if it is 
influenced by Penn’s political background as we regard it as a negative advertisement. This 
campaign can be viewed as a way to dissuade consumers from buying Google products, and it’s 
interesting to investigate if the approach is effective and efficient. Penn took a clever move by 
building the Scroogled campaign around privacy instead of focusing on the product technicalities 
of Google products and services. This can be stated because he knows, from his background 
experiences, how this aspect can trigger an immediate reaction from consumers as privacy 
infuses fear when tampered with, or is stolen, as outlined by Microsoft it in its attack 
advertisements. This is not the first time privacy has been a topic of discussion. Companies like 
Facebook, Google and Microsoft itself have been, or are in the middle of, this debate. In 2010, 
Facebook was accused of sharing information such as names and location with advertisers for the 
purpose of targeted advertisements (Steel & Fowler, 2010). Just recently (March 2014) Microsoft 
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has also been accused of monitoring an ex-employee’s correspondence to bloggers, accused of 
using Microsoft’s Windows RT updates and software that validates product key codes leaked by 
the ex-employee (Keizer, 2014). It’s interesting how Microsoft can offensively attack Google 
whilst doing exactly the same thing!  
1.1 Problem Field 
There have been many changes in the way companies compete against each other in the recent 
years when it comes to making marketing strategies that work. Uncertainty on how to compete 
and stay ahead of the competition has left companies desperate, leading them to try every 
possible strategy. The broad subject theme of this project is the logic behind the Scroogled 
campaign that Microsoft launched against Google, and what impact it has had so far. What are 
even more interesting to investigate are some fundamental differences between corporate or 
business consumer product battles and political campaigns, and if mistaking one for the other can 
render Microsoft’s campaign ineffective. The difference between the two is that political races 
have concrete deadlines and voters cast their vote on election day, based on whose campaign 
strategy they prefer. Whilst on consumer issues, consumers can just decide to switch products at 
any time depending on product usability and/or other influencing factors (DePillis, 2013). 
Bringing in political aspects into a company’s marketing strategies requires them to weigh up 
assumptions about consumer behaviour, especially that there is more consideration taken into 
account when choosing a political leader than when choosing, for example, a search engine. 
When dealing with product or service choices, a campaign might only work if a consumer can see 
their benefits from one product, rather than those aspects that might be wrong with the products 
of an opponent (DePillis, 2013). This statement suggests that Microsoft will have more success 
improving its own products and services, and informing or educating consumers about the 
benefits, than constantly pointing out what is wrong with Google’s products and services. This is 
another reason to investigate why Microsoft is taking an offensive stance against Google instead 
of concentrating on innovating new products or services and defensively setting its company 
apart and gaining new market shares. The stiff competition between Microsoft and Google is 
becoming more and more difficult, and expensive, for competitors to find formulas that work 
constantly and specifically for their prospective consumers, and to stay ahead of the competition.  
 
This report aims to narrow down the investigation to a micro-level enquiry and focus on the 
possibility of how a hostile marketing strategy can affect a company's future prospects in a highly 
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competitive market. We will investigate the competition between Microsoft and Google by 
analyzing the tension between the two through a competitive analysis to understand the 
battlefield. This will be followed by an in-depth investigation of the marketing warfare theory, 
together with the attack advertisements concept using a scientific methodology to reach an 
understanding of Microsoft’s intentions with the Scroogled campaign, and how valid it is. The 
marketing warfare theory suggests an opportunistic approach to increasing market share by 
hitting the dominant player exactly where it hurts the most (Ries & Trout, 2000). This statement 
raises curiosity as to whether the marketing warfare theory has influenced Microsoft’s marketing 
strategy implementation through the Scroogled campaign. The marketing warfare theory will 
help us see how Microsoft is positioning itself on the market in regards to achieving market share 
and disrupting Google's dominance. It’s important to highlight that while using the marketing 
warfare theory, we will emphasize on the assumption that the Scroogled campaign is a politically 
inspired negative advertisement tactic against Google. And further in the report a clear distinction 
between a negative advertisement and a marketing warfare strategy will be made. 
  
Google have been a first-mover with their search engine, data-tracking advertisement system, and 
have now introduced the android mobile operating system for laptops – Google Chromebooks. 
Google’s hardware and software systems are produced internally and are only compatible with 
Google products. Interestingly, Google now has an 82% market share dominance on the android 
operating system for smart phones, and is preventing users from accessing Microsoft software 
which is the company’s biggest revenue stream (Eddy, 2011). Through a competitive analysis, 
we will analyze all possible aspects that set the ground for a combat between the two giants, and 
analyze how Microsoft use marketing warfare strategies and negative advertisements in regards 
to the Scroogled campaign, and how this impacts the market in which the two companies operate. 
Furthermore, we will make a content analysis that will show elements, impact and the result of 
the Scroogled campaign. This content analysis will then be used to make a comparative analysis 
to see if the Scroogled campaign and its negative advertisements have something in common 
with the 3am campaign that Penn launched for Hillary Clinton in 2008. This will set a foundation 
for a further discussion where the report will try to answer the problem statement. The 
information in this chapter is where this paper has drawn interest and motivation to work with the 
problem formulation below. 
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1.2 Problem formulation 
How does Microsoft use politically influenced marketing strategies in the Scroogled campaign to 
combat Google and strengthen their own brand? 
 
1.2.1 Contribution 
This study aims to provide an educative contribution to science by giving an understanding of 
how political strategies can be transferred onto modern marketing practice in relation to 
challenging ones opponents with the use of marketing warfare strategies. At the end of the 
analysis, the reader will get an in-depth understanding, and knowledge, about how politically 
influenced strategies have influenced the Scroogled campaign, and why. By comparing political 
strategies with marketing warfare principles it will be examined if there are some fundamental 
differences between consumer product battles and political campaigns. The Scroogled campaign 
is the main case that is examined to answer the problem formulation and illustrate the use of 
political strategies and marketing warfare strategies.  
  
1.3 Use of theory  
The theoretical foundation of this report revolves around the purpose of applying marketing 
warfare strategy to evaluate and investigate how attack advertisements can be included in the 
marketing strategies when offensively attacking a competitor.  
 
In the field of strategic theory, attacking strategies is the main focus. In this report we include the 
theory from Robert Durö and Björn Sandström that focuses on a structural approach in relation to 
establishing and implementing warfare strategies (Durö & Sandström, 1987). The report will then 
examine the reasons why companies will act upon these strategies, and what we can expect as we 
employ the theory from the marketing warfare book by Al Ries and Jack Trout influenced by 
Carl von Clausewitz and André Beaufre (1986). The focus of this report is to understand how 
companies can use politically influenced marketing warfare strategies to offensively attack a 
competitor. Therefore, understanding the complexity of the competitive landscape between 
Microsoft and Google is crucial in order to recognize and understand the challenging aspects on 
the market that triggered Microsoft’s offensive marketing. For this, a competitive analysis, 
together with observations from a Microsoft presentation marketing seminar, are essential as they 
provide insights into Microsoft’s marketing strategies, competitive advantages and differentiation 
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strategies towards its competitor.  
 
Finally, it is good to note here that the scope around the marketing warfare theory will provide an 
understanding of how a company should go about an offensive marketing strategy using attack 
advertisements.  
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2. Methodology 
This chapter presents the methodological construction of the report and identifies the connection 
between the problem formulation and the analysis. Each section will include an explanation of 
the used method, why it has been chosen, and how it will be used. This will provide an 
understanding to the rationale behind the analysis and the conclusion. 
 
The methods will be presented in the same order, as they will appear in the analysis. This chapter 
initially explains competitive analysis, and how the competitive landscape between Microsoft and 
Google will be researched. Justification for using the Scroogled campaign will be presented, 
together with reasons for how it will benefit the conclusions of the report. This will lead to a 
comprehensive review of how the content analysis has been made, and the rationale behind 
choosing this method to examine the Scroogled campaign. Comparative analysis method will be 
introduced, including justification for comparing the Scroogled campaign to the 3am campaign. 
An explanation of how this report is using observations to add new knowledge to the researched 
field will also be presented.  
 
At the end of the methodology chapter, the analytical strategy will be presented, in order to give 
the reader a clear understanding of how these methods interact and help to answer the previously 
mentioned problem of formulation together with the used theory. 
 
2.1 Competitive analysis 
This chapter will explain the importance of companies knowing their consumers, and how 
companies can use tools, such as SWOT analysis and competitive grid, to reveal competitive 
advantages and differentiation strategies. 
 
According to Czepiel and Kerin (2013), a competitive marketing strategy is very strong and 
powerful when an organization positions its own strengths, and compares these with the 
competitors’ weaknesses. A More powerful tool is to choose a position that poses no threat or 
any damages to competitors (Czepiel & Kerin, 2013). Many leading companies argue that the 
organization has to be aware of its competitors’ strengths and weaknesses on the same level as 
the organizations consumers needs, or the organizations own capabilities.  
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The purpose of a competitor analysis is to understand how a company can identify its competitor, 
and to be able to think like that competitor so the organization’s competitive strategy can be 
formulated to take into account the competitor’s likely actions and responses.  
 
A competitor analysis will, in this chapter, be used in order to support marketing warfare theory 
and identify a competitor's weaknesses in order to understand where one should attack. This can 
be done by comparing a company’s own products and services against significant competitors 
within the industry (Kokemuller, 2013).  
 
“In order to understand one’s individuals competitors, the company needs to understand 
the strategic outcomes and situation of the competitors and see how to analyze it so as to 
know what actions the competitors would take to maximize their outcomes to be able to 
calculate the actual financial and personal outcomes of the competitor’s strategic 
choices” (Czepiel & Kerin, 2013).  
 
Czepiel & Kerin (2013) identify three steps to how organizations could benefit from competitive 
analysis: 
 
1. To estimate the nature and possible success of the potential strategy changes available to 
a competitor; 
2. To calculate each of the competitor’s reactions to important strategic moves on the part 
of the additional competitors;  
3. To outline competitors’ potential reactions to organizational changes in key industry and 
environmental parameters. 
 
A competitive landscape can help organizations to identify what the competitors’ current position 
is, and how it can threaten a particular organization. There are several ways how organizations 
can identify their competitors. Major aspects on how to identify competitors are by dividing them 
into two major sections. Researchers suggest two ways of identification: 
 
1. Demand-side based 
2. Supply-side based 
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Demand-side based approach looks at the organizations that satisfy the same set of consumer 
needs, whilst supply-side based identifies organizations whose resource base, technology and 
operations are similar to its own organization. In Czepiel and Kerin’s (2013) paper, it can be seen 
that there are at least three domains that might help organizations to identify the sources and 
types of direct and indirect competitors. These domains represent various aspects, including the 
areas of influence, the contiguous area, and the areas of interest: 
 
● The area of influence represents market, business or industry in which the organization is 
directly competing with other firms to serve the same consumer needs to use the same 
resources. 
● Immediate contiguous areas are those in which competition is close, but indirect; 
comprising those firms that serve the same consumer need, but with different resources 
capability equivalence – the ability to satisfy similar consumer needs. 
● Areas of interest are composed of firms that do not currently serve the same consumer 
base but have the same resource base or, in broader terms, have capability equivalence – 
the ability to satisfy similar consumer needs. 
 
It was decided to focus this study on the first group that identifies the most direct competitors that 
compete for the exact same consumers in exactly the same way as the subject organization. 
Moreover, a direct competitor competes for the same technology to the same consumers via the 
same marketing channels (Czepiel & Kerin, 2013). 
 
SWOT analysis 
Analysis of competitor strengths and weaknesses is an important tool as it reveals organization’s 
competitive position in the marketplace. Besides analyzing strengths and weaknesses of one’s 
competitor’s assists, it aids to develop strategies to be competitive. SWOT analysis is a general 
strategic tool to help identify strengths and weaknesses, and opportunities and threats of one's 
business. SWOT analysis can be used in order to understand a strategic positioning of the main 
competitor; Google Inc. Furthermore, this report will examine a competitor analysis grid because 
it is a simple yet structured way that one can compare competitors from a number of perspectives, 
such as company information, product/service information, consumer information and sources of 
competitive advantage. 
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A competitor analysis is a necessary background research for what the reader regards as the most 
important outcome of the competitor analysis section; a description of a company’s sources of 
endurable competitive advantage (Pearson, 2006). Later, competitive strategies can be used to 
identify one's position and compare it with other organizations. This step is essential as it can 
reveal sources of competitive advantage such as patents, branding, innovative product sales 
techniques, management strategy and superior consumer relationship management strategies 
(Pearson, 2006). Opportunities and threats approach, competitive strategies approach and 
combinations will be included in the competitor analysis grid in order to understand how a 
company’s competitive positioning strategy is affected, and how it correlates with a variety of 
cross-functional factors that are correlated with the incentives and requirements of the consumers 
in the target market.  
 
2.2 Case study 
The case study is a means to get a rich understanding of the context and processes behind the 
text, which gives the opportunity to dig further into the campaign, than to look at the surface 
(Saunders et.al., 2012). Saunders (2012) explains the case study approach as a: 
 
"Research strategy that involves the empirical investigation of a particular contemporary 
phenomenon within its real-life context, using multiple sources of evidence (Saunders 
et.al., 2012: 666). 
 
By digging into the case and revealing interesting aspects, the new knowledge of the context and 
process of the campaign will be discovered. The case study strategy has an ability to reveal 
answers to the questions ‘why?’, ‘what?’ and ‘how?’ (Saunders et.al., 2012: 179). That new 
knowledge gives valuable insights to reflect upon marketing warfare. The case is thus being used 
to see how Microsoft has used the principles of marketing warfare in this campaign, and in 
comparison to the 3am advertisement. This will then reveal if the campaign has been influenced 
by Penn’s political background. The approach towards the case is, therefore, what Bryman calls a 
unique case, as the campaign is chosen because of the rarity that companies attack the competitor 
directly within the field of technology (Bryman, 2012). 
 
Both qualitative and quantitative approaches can be made towards a case study. This study will 
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be taking a mixed approach, to get information about the case from different methods and 
perspectives. The case will be analyzed through a content analysis and an interpretation of the 
meaning behind the advertisements. By choosing different data collection techniques, the 
interpretations and meanings that are being extracted from the campaign can be backed-up from 
separate sources. With this approach within one study, the validity of the data will be ensured 
(Saunders et.al., 2012).  
 
2.2.1 Content analysis 
This section will explain what a content analysis is, and why it is chosen for the Scroogled 
campaign. 
 
A content analysis is a technique to systematically identify specific characteristics of texts. By 
choosing a sample and making a coding scheme, the nature of interest in different areas shown by 
the mass media can be visible. The content analysis is a way to make longitudinal analysis, which 
is needed for analysing a campaign that has been going on for multiple years (Bryman, 2012).  
 
The purpose of the content analysis is to reveal the medias view on the Scroogled campaign. By 
categorizing the articles in different frames it will be easier to get an overview of the campaign. 
The different units of analysis of the quantitative analysis, and the textual analysis, will reveal 
interesting patterns that can be topics of discussion and reflection, together with marketing 
warfare. We are taking an interpretative approach towards the campaign to discover the meanings 
and actions behind the advertisements (Berg, 2001: 239).   
 
The content analysis is divided into two categories, the focus and the value of the article. The 
themes in the categories are based upon pre-reading a number of articles from the database to get 
an insight into the field. The focus category and the value category have been made in order to 
find patterns between the two categories about the impact of the campaign, and to figure out the 
main elements of the campaign. Tables 1 and 2 show the categories within the focus area and 
value area: 
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Focus 
Android software 
Gmail 
Shopping 
Chromebook 
Microsoft accessories 
Non-specific 
Table 1 - portrays the focus of the articles 
 
Value 
Positive 
Negative 
Neutral 
Table 2 - portrays the value of the articles 
 
The articles were retrieved from SUMMON. The rules for recording these data are refined to: 
● Only newspaper articles, as the importance of this analysis was to get an understanding of 
the media and not scholars.  
● Any subject. 
● From 1st November, 2013 to the 5th May, 2014. Which is from the month the campaign 
began until now.  
● Only English sources. 
● “Scroogled” as a keyword. 
 
The articles that were retrieved were from different kinds of newspapers. Mena report, PR 
Newswire, InformationWeek, The Globe and Mail, Oakland Tribute, Asian news International, 
Michigan Chronicle, Marketing Week, Entertainment close, Network World, Computerworld and 
Business Week are a number of sources that illustrate the diversity of the newspapers. The 
newspapers are also within different fields like Computerworld & Business week. They are both 
local and international, as seen in Asian news International and Michigan Chronicle, for example. 
Also big news distribution centres like PR Newswire and big newspapers like The Globe and 
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Mail are used. This ensures that the content analysis and the findings from them are 
representative.  
 
In order to get consistency in the categorization, the following two questions have been posed: 
1. What is the main issue of the article? 
2. Is the scroogled campaign considered effective or not for Microsoft in addressing the 
issue of privacy to the public as a result of Google’s operations in the articles?  
 
This provided 160 results, in which 45 were duplicated. The remaining 115 articles have been 
sampled through specific procedures and have been set up in a coding scheme in the appendix, to 
make a transparent data collection as possible (Bryman, 2012: 304).      
 
2.3 Comparative analysis 
In order to get the most out of the Scroogled campaign, it was found beneficial to do a 
comparative analysis of one of the advertisements in the campaign with a former advertisement 
that Penn had done. That will take the knowledge from the case study up another level on Blooms 
taxonomy by comparing and deduce interesting aspects (Olsen & Pedersen, 2011). 
 
This report will use the lens comparison method which allows a comparison of two commercials, 
but with more emphasis on one (A) than on the other (B) (Walk, 1998). This study will be used to 
show how the Scroogled campaign (A) is influenced by political strategies as seen in 3am (B). 
This can highlight why the Scroogled campaign is more than a normal marketing strategy. The 
comparison of the two advertisements will be discussed together with Marketing warfare and 
attack advertisements, to see how the theory behind the 3am advertisement can give insight into 
the strategy of the Scroogled campaign. That way, the attack ad theory and the 3am 
advertisement will extend the theory of marketing warfare to understand the nature of the 
Scroogled campaign. It is, therefore, the strategy and theory behind the advertisements that are 
the frame of reference for the comparison. The grounds of comparison for the two advertisements 
are the offensive elements of attacking another to highlight oneself. Another rationale behind the 
decision of choosing exactly that advertisement, is because Penn was in charge of that 
advertisement as well (Walk, 1998). 
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2.4 Observations 
We chose to observe a Microsoft Marketing seminar at Copenhagen Business School, and when 
doing the observations certain aspects were needed to be considered before entering the 
environment. Observations demand researchers to have the ability to interpret situations and note 
them down, and to make the decision of what to include in the later analysis. It is, therefore, 
important that an observant maintains an overview of the project focus and has a clear 
understanding of the scope they want to investigate, before undertaking them as this plays a role 
in the result (Whyte, 1984: 28). 
 
During the seminar we had a clear understanding that what we wanted to look into was the 
interesting aspects of how Microsoft’s Danish marketing director would define their strategy on 
the market, and how they were approaching their relationship to their competitors, with prime 
focus on Google. While observing, it is also important to focus on the presentation material, what 
they include in their PowerPoint slides and hand-outs. For this project, the collected data from the 
Microsoft seminar will supplement our data from our competitive analysis, and be used in the 
discussion to assist in understanding how Microsoft position themselves in relation to their 
competitors.  
 
2.6 Analytical strategy 
In order to understand which factors influence the overall positioning of the particular company, 
there needs to be a general understanding on which factors drive such a positioning. First, the 
competitive advantages of both companies through a competitive SWOT analysis must be 
identified, as it a useful methodological tool that helps make clear if technological changes and 
developments on the market are the ones that influenced Microsoft to offensively attack Google.  
 
Later, marketing warfare strategy will be discussed, and how such a strategy influences decision 
making to how a company can challenge an opponent on the market, and also how a company 
can offensively attack to gain a market share. To support such a claim, this report will discuss the 
inventor of the Scroogled campaign, Mark Penn, and how his presence has influenced Microsoft 
positioning on the market.  
 
By investigating what the elements of the Scroogled campaign are, it will be easy to separate 
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those elements of the campaign that had/has the most influence, and it will also make it easy to 
work with when making a comparative analysis when it comes to comparing Scroogled to the 
3am campaign. A comparative analysis will help to see how, and if, the Scroogled campaign is an 
attack advertisement. Comparing the two campaigns is the only way to a discussion of whether or 
not the assumption that Microsoft is using politically influenced marketing strategies to combat 
Google is valid, as the two campaigns were pioneered by the same person.    
 
2.7 Philosophy of science 
This study does not aim to describe what is shown on the surface, but the aim is to explain the 
campaign by exposing the underlying causal elements. This study aims to be more critical 
towards the observed reality, and will try to come up with new knowledge by examining it. The 
campaign is more than what is shown, and it is the purpose of this study to figure out the reality 
of it, which is why the philosophy of science in this study is mostly related to critical realism. 
That will mostly be done by the use of theory and concepts, as it is believed that knowledge 
cannot be fully exposed only by the use of empirical observations and interviews. It is believed 
that reality has a deeper dimension that only can be exposed through concepts. It is, therefore, 
important to distinguish between the empirical level and the deep level, which is the essence of 
the ontology that this study is based upon. That is the reason why the findings from the 
observations and the content analysis are not used to conclude the main points solely, but they are 
always examined together, with concepts, to get the underlying meaning (Juul & Pedersen, 
2012).   
 
By exposing the underlying causal meaning of the Scroogled campaign, through concepts, will 
lead to new knowledge. But that knowledge will not give universal causal explanations of 
offensive campaigns, as the world is an open system where different mechanisms interact in 
complex ways. Therefore, is the knowledge from this study only an explanation of the 
phenomenon Scroogled in the complex situation that it consists within, and through the 
methodologies used and the perspective that is chosen (Juul & Pedersen, 2012). That is the 
epistemology that this study is based upon, and is also the reason why the study aims to interpret 
and explain the campaign from the theories.   
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3. The Battlefield 
This chapter will outline the general literature on the dimensions mentioned in chapter 2.1. It will 
then present a conceptual framework of competitive analysis, followed by a SWOT analysis, and 
a discussion of the results. Finally, implications of marketing warfare theory will be added to the 
findings of SWOT analysis, and discussed in the conclusion.  
 
Through investigation of more in-depth models of technology and Internet search/web-search in 
general, it can be concluded that these fields have grown enormously in recent years, probably at 
a faster rate than the general growth of the Internet and the World-Wide-Web, (Pollock, 2009). 
The two most important words that consumers commonly come across are computer and Internet. 
These aspects have totally changed the whole world and are helping towards an increase in the 
pace of development of technology in every angle (Kumarjit, 2013). Microsoft has, for a long 
time, held a leadership position in the technology market until Google came and neutralised 
Microsoft's monopoly. Such consequences resulted in a sudden change in marketing strategy and 
overall positioning of the company. 
 
According to various researchers, in order to succeed in business, organizations need to be able to 
employ both defensive and offensive strategies. The Microsoft Company has always been a 
technological leader with a marketing strategy that was focusing on defensive marketing 
strategies. However, in 2012 Microsoft introduced a completely new and unusual offensive 
marketing strategy towards their direct competitor - Google. Microsoft located the weak points in 
the position of Google and then launched a campaign that would support their claim by creating 
an offensive campaign to construct as much damage as possible for the Google Company. Such 
tactics have been used by numerous organizations such as Nestle, IBM, Coca-Cola etc. and is 
better known as Marketing Warfare.  
 
At the beginning, Microsoft used a defensive marketing strategy, where the company defended 
itself by approaching consumers as a battleground. In the battlefield, companies began to make 
military manoeuvres by confronting Google in the places where the company struggles the most - 
privacy issues. There are several ways how organizations locate the weakness of their opponents, 
one of them is SWOT analysis, which will be discussed later on.  
 
Ries and Trout (1986) argued that it is important to learn and understand your competitors, so 
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you can be prepared to combat whenever there is a possibility or an opportunity. The learning 
involves studying competitor products/services, sales force, pricing, distribution etc., all factors 
that might help to identify weak spots in a competitor’s strategy (Ries & Trout, 1986). This is 
where a competitor analysis becomes valid as it helps to identify and compare with your own 
positioning in cross-functional categories. As mentioned earlier, Microsoft's’ direct competitor is 
Google as they are competing towards the same consumer group and market share. The following 
section will outline and discuss the battlefield between Microsoft and Google.  
 
3.1 Microsoft vs. Google 
Both Microsoft and Google are well-established companies, and have always competing against 
each other in every aspect of their businesses. As a result of this stiff competition between the 
two giants, consumers have managed to reap the benefits of the tight competition by making use 
of innovative products and services that the two companies are coming up with to try and be a 
step ahead in the competition. Consumers benefit by either switching between companies or 
simply enjoying the benefits that come with high-level innovations from both companies. For 
example, a lot of companies can generate revenue from the advertisements that are generated on 
pages like Google and Microsoft at a very cheap rate compared to previous times when it was 
expensive before the two companies directly competed against each other. So, what would cost a 
fortune for any new web host to promote their web-business before, is now a matter of following 
a few easy registration steps. Google, for example, has targeted the developers in the open source 
community and provided them with a platform to building their applications on Google APIs. 
These applications are well customized to generate high revenues due to the compatibility with 
AdSense (Menkens, 2012).  
 
“Google Adsense provides a free, flexible way to earn money from your websites, mobile 
sites, and site search results with relevant and engaging advertisements” (AdSense, 2014) 
 
Competitive grid  
As suggested by Ries and Trout (1986), in order to succeed in business, one needs to be ahead of 
one's competitors. This can be done by outlining organizational strengths and weaknesses, and 
comparing these with the competitor. In order to compare both organizations from cross-
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functional fields, a competitive analysis grid was performed in order to find out the units that can 
be compared and applied to analysis.  
 
The results of the competitive grid outlined the differences between both organizations, starting 
from the number of employees to the differences between mission and vision. The purpose of the 
competitive grid was to outline the cross-functional fields that can be compared and applied to 
the analysis. Such methodology was also used in order to compare sales revenues and exhibit 
competitive advantage from different perspectives, such as cost leadership, innovation, 
differentiation, growth and directory information. A competitive analysis grid can be found in 
appendix 1. 
 
Finally, a SWOT analysis was performed in order to compare both organizations strengths and 
weaknesses.  
 
3.2 SWOT analysis 
In order to understand the current positioning of the company, we have used a competitive 
analysis, as it is an authoritative methodological tool that can be used in order to understand a 
company’s main competitor, and the fields that can be compared. Later, the results can help to 
identify the current position of the intended organization. First, a competitive grid was used in 
order to find the variables that represent the area of interest. Second, SWOT analysis was 
employed, as it is a simple yet beneficial technique that has been used across the globe to help 
organizations to carve a sustainable niche of one's market. Finally, an analysis was performed in 
order to understand weaknesses and strengths of both organizations.   
 
It was decided to use already existing SWOT analysis results from Microsoft and Google 
corporate websites, as well as Marketline Inc. The Marketline Inc. report was used as a main 
source as it provides a summary from both organizations, and their existing SWOT analysis. 
Such a step was considered as our group used a general SWOT analysis, which is easily available 
online. Moreover, by using already existing analysis, this report can avoid unreliable and invalid 
sources by implementing it from the beginning, moreover it can save time and resources and 
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strengthen the report. The next section will outline SWOT analysis in order to investigate 
organization positioning on the market. 
 
3.2.1 Microsoft Corporation 
Strengths 
  
• Extensive portfolio of software and 
solutions  
• Strong R&D capabilities driving 
organic growth 
• Robust financial performance 
  
Weaknesses 
  
• Outsized fines imposed by 
European Union's competition 
authorities 
Opportunities 
  
• Nokia devices and services business 
purchase 
• Cloud computing growth in the 
market 
• Growing application servers market 
Threats 
  
• Diminishing PC market 
• Government litigation and 
regulatory activity 
• Intense and growing competition 
  
Table 3 - Microsoft SWOT analysis (Appendix 2) 
 
3.2.2 Google Inc. 
Strengths 
• Search engine dominance 
• Android's success is a growth driver 
in the mobile market 
• Increasing profit from cash 
operations 
  
Weaknesses                      
• Weaker social media 
advertising strategy  
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Opportunities 
• Growing smartphone and tablet 
market 
• Display advertising and mobile 
advertisement spend will be strong 
drivers 
• Positive outlook for global online 
video market 
Threats 
• European Commission antitrust 
investigations 
• PRISM electronic surveillance 
program 
• Intense competition 
  
Table 4 - SWOT analysis Google (Appendix 3) 
  
3.3 Competitive Analysis Discussion 
A full analysis of the competitive grid can be found in Appendix 1. The summary below 
identifies important aspects that will be referenced in other chapters.  
 
  Microsoft 
Corporation 
Google Inc. 
Main product/service Software System Internet Search Engine 
Annual sales (USD-Mn) 77,849 (USD-Mn) 50,175 
R&D investment 
(Pepitone, 2013) 
$10.6 billion $6.7 Billion 
Primary Revenue Streams 
(Reed, 2014) 
47% from 
commercial 
licensing 
(Business 
division) 
62% from Google 
websites (search engine 
+ advertisements) 
Employees 99,000 53,861 
Table 5 - summary of the competitive grid 
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According to the information compiled from the whole Competitive Grid, Microsoft’s 
profitability is concentrated in the PC ecosystem, and having wide and diverse products and 
services. The ubiquity of Microsoft’s products and services is one of the company’s strongest 
competitive advantages.  
 
Microsoft CRM dynamics Online is another one of Microsoft's competitive advantage as it has 
helped the company to lower its prices and be a cost leader while retaining satisfied and happy 
consumers. Microsoft differentiates itself by having a broad line of business divisions with each 
having a diverse number of products and services suited for different consumer segments in the 
market. As a result, it allows the company to service a lot of different segments and consumers at 
the same time. According to Forbes, brand reputation is another one of Microsoft’s competitive 
advantages. When a company’s brand reputation is high, it can lead to higher sales and increase 
its market share (Bercovici, 2013).  
 
Microsoft also has very profitable partnerships, and has strong distribution channels. The 
company works with all reputable computer hardware producers such as Lenovo, Dell, Toshiba 
and Samsung. It also works with reputable computer retailers to make sure that computers are 
sold with already pre-installed Windows software. To tighten relationships with these companies, 
Microsoft has also invested in Dell and Nokia.  
 
Financially, Microsoft is stronger compared to Google. The company recorded revenues of 
$77,849 million during the financial year ended June 2013, an increase of 5.6% over 2012. The 
company holds more than $63 billion in cash, and cash equivalent assets that can be used in other 
areas of the business such as acquisitions and/or investing into R&D. 
 
Google, on the other hand, entered a crowded market (search) and revolutionized it with fewer, 
but superior products. The company’s revenues come from online advertising. Google recorded 
revenues of $50,175 million during the financial year 2012, which is an increase of 32.4% 
compared to 2011. The company holds $48 billion in cash and $7 billion in debt (Microsoft 
Annual Report, 2012).  
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Google differentiates itself based on the relevance of search results, cost of executing the search, 
speed of the search, product offering from AdWords, to social networking sites to mobile 
application platforms. Google’s products can also be used on any OS or any device without 
trouble, or can be integrated with other companies’ applications.  
 
Innovation and having many products in the development stage, while releasing new products to 
the market, is one competitive advantage that has put Google ahead in the competition. 
According to the Boston Consulting Group (BCG), “Google is the 2nd most innovative business 
in the whole world”. The company emphasizes its innovative work culture as one of its main 
competitive advantages, and has managed to be ahead of the competition because not only does it 
invest more in R&D, the company also uses employees as a source of new ideas. It’s the tapping 
of ideas from employees that has kept the pipeline of innovation going on every level of business, 
hence giving the company the competitive advantage of releasing products at any time depending 
on the market demand and/or the competition. 
 
From the SWOT analysis, the strategic positions were identified of both organisations, as well as 
outlining the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. As already mentioned, it's clear 
that Microsoft has a competitive advantage from its wide product portfolio. Microsoft’s products 
are available on multiple products (PC’s, phones, tablets and gaming devices), thus enhancing its 
reach and spread. On the other hand, Google’s search engine has leading technology that enables 
it to gain market share. Google’s recent acquisition, Android, has become a leading player in the 
market, providing several growth opportunities for Google (Marketline, 2013). 
  
Google has a weaker strategy in the social media space compared to Microsoft. Microsoft’s 
weakness, on the other hand, arose when the company engaged in anticompetitive practices, 
which resulted in a large fine for the company, this represents over 1% of Microsoft’s global 
turnover. Microsoft also has a competitive advantage when it comes to the adoption of cloud 
computing service that can be leveraged to drive growth. As already mentioned, Microsoft offers 
a wide product portfolio, which has future potential as demand for Microsoft’s products in the 
application servers market will enhance the company’s growth prospects. Microsoft’s direct 
competitor, Google, also has an advantage when it comes to the growth of smartphone and tablet 
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market. Android is estimated to continue to be a market leader by 2015, giving Google a 
competitive advantage in this field as it presents excellent growth opportunities for the 
foreseeable future of the company. Display advertisements and mobile advertisement spend will 
be strong drivers according to the industry estimates, which gives Google a competitive 
advantage as the company has a strong presence in the mobile advertisement segment; thus the 
company will benefit from the growth in the segment. The presence of Google in the online video 
market gives the company an opportunity to enhance top line growth, and also facilitate a foray 
into high growth revenue streams. 
 
Last, but not least, both organizations’ strategic position declines with the possible threats in the 
market. Microsoft’s major threat is the declining PC market that, according to the industry 
estimates, is expected to decline by 9.7% in 2014 (Marketline, 2013). From the annual reports, it 
can be seen that Microsoft’s greatest revenue is largely correlated to the growth of the PC market, 
which might impact the profitability, as well as demand, for the its products. Microsoft also 
suffers from various governmental activities that impact the company’s profitability as 
governmental laws and regulations may involve significant costs, or even require changes in 
products and business practices, that result in reduced revenue. Finally, intense competition from 
Microsoft’s direct competitor Google plays a significant role. These competitive actions impacts 
the company’s market share and margins in the long run. Google’s direct threat is the European 
Commission antitrust investigations that might lead the company to witness large outlays for 
damages and settlements as the European Commission imposes fines up to 10% of the company’s 
annual worldwide turnover (Marketline, 2013). Similar threats can be seen from PRISM 
electronic surveillance program, which directly impacts the company’s brand image and market 
share as users are becoming very cautious, when it comes to the use of Google products. Finally, 
Google faces competition in every aspect of its business. Yahoo has threatened Google’s and 
search engine market. The company’s mobile market has also been threatened by various mobile 
operating systems that include Microsoft, Blackberry and Apple. The intense competition has the 
potential to impact market share and growth prospects for Google. Microsoft seems to have 
stronger competitive advantages compared to Google financially and product/service 
diversification (Marketline, 2013). What is making Google dominate the market is the fact that 
Microsoft has not invested in research and development as much as Google has, making 
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Microsoft be a step behind when it comes to releasing new products on the market (Marketline, 
2013). 
 
This shows some complications for Microsoft, and could be the reason why Microsoft found it 
necessary to try new marketing methods. This chapter has highlighted the competitive landscape 
between Microsoft and Google, and identified the foundations to show why Microsoft has been 
making use of marketing warfare. This knowledge about strength, weaknesses, threats and 
opportunities is essential before a company decides if they should be offensive on the market, and 
how.  
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4. Marketing warfare 
This chapter will provide an understanding of the situation between Microsoft and Google from a 
marketing warfare perspective. Marketing warfare principles will be examined, and how these are 
utilised as a company goes into battle against its competitor. Furthermore, how and why a 
company will challenge its opponent on the battlefield will be highlighted. The principles behind 
creating a viable strategy will be discussed in order to understand how company formations are 
positioned on the battlefield, in order to understand the actions behind Microsoft’s next strike.  
 
4.1 Understanding strategy 
Marketing today demands more from companies as they need to establish a tight connection and 
a belonging in consumer minds. With a higher competitor-orientation, each company is looking 
for improving its unique selling proposition in possible niche markets, and with lots of 
competitors, it is crucial for any company to find the best ways to differentiate. Today’s 
competitive market demands a company to be able to operate within a stagnant market and, at the 
same time, deal with the situations that can threaten its dominant position. Marketing warfare is 
one of the starting points for good positioning on the market. In order to understand it, a company 
needs to reflect upon traditional marketing strategy, which is focused on the needs of the 
consumer. Every company strives to create and serve consumer demands with a range of high 
quality products that can create high profit margins. This is considered as the formula for success 
in business today. However, a company cannot reach success without stumbling into problems. In 
a time where technology is dominant, and gives more people the opportunity to establish 
themselves, companies may face big challenges regarding their positioning on over-established 
markets. This means that these companies need to offer a product that is significantly better to 
defeat their competitors. That is why strategy within consumer acquisition is not as efficient and, 
therefore, the competitive landscape has gradually transformed marketing into becoming 
marketing warfare (Durö & Sandström, 1987). 
  
A competitive landscape demands companies to prioritize competitor orientation in order to 
create a successful corporate strategy. Marketing warfare strategy suggests that companies try to 
implement an understanding of both your competitors and individuals which are interconnected.– 
thus companies are continuously well prepared for combat. In order to illustrate how companies 
sub-strategies within their strategy interact see Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Defines the relationship between three entities (Durö & Sandström, 1987: 4) 
 
To understand Figure 1, reflection is needed upon the fact that the dominant strategy within 
marketing warfare is oriented towards the competitive strategy, which creates success, rather than 
on the consumer strategy as defined within traditional marketing. However, it should be 
understood that a good consumer strategy has the potential for increasing market competitiveness 
– as strategic theorist Michael Porter defines it: both consumers and suppliers should be 
accounted as competitors in a harsh market (Durö & Sandström, 1987) 
  
A company has both a defensive and an offensive marketing strategy. The interesting aspect here 
is how a company locates the weak points in the positions of its competitors and then launches 
appropriate campaigns in relation to creating the most possible damage for the opposite brand in 
the consumers’ minds. In 1986, Ries and Trout identified marketing as becoming a warfare 
strategy where the specific people who are in charge of companies will be defined based on their 
strengths, weaknesses, and how their striking style is constructed. In ”Marketing Warfare”, they 
defined marketing as a concept that, has developed into becoming a warfare strategy, as 
companies tend to be prepared to wage marketing combats on their competitors. More and more 
successful marketing campaigns will be planned and delivered as strategic warfare campaigns. 
Companies need to be able to attack and flank their competition, and both create knowledge and 
intelligence about their competitors so they will know their every move (Ries & Trout, 1986). 
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4.2 A runner up on the market 
While companies today act upon similar traits as described in Marketing Warfare, some do it 
more than others. In a very competitive market, there are always big players like Google, 
Microsoft, Apple etc., as well as the competitors who want to challenge these big companies for 
their position. When introducing offensive warfare in the online tech context between Microsoft 
and Google, it is clear that the offensive player on the market is Microsoft, while Google, as the 
biggest player, is the one who relies more on a defensive strategy. For Microsoft, marketing 
warfare theory has taught them that the key principle is to locate weaknesses in Google’s strength 
and use this as an important tool in its own offensive marketing strategy to plan the next hit 
Microsoft chose privacy as its strategic aim in this warfare. However, this also means that 
Microsoft needs to attain a high standard in regards to its own privacy because its warfare 
strategy could fail and backfire on the company. The theory of offensive warfare builds upon the 
game of being a runner-up on the market challenging the big player, where the strategy is lead by 
a general who has the overall judgement of the situation, industry, and which combats to take and 
leave. There are 3 principles which offensive warfare theory is influenced by: 
  
1) The main attention should be focused upon the strength of the leader’s position on the market. 
Number 2 or 3 on the market should focus on studying the leader’s product, sales force, pricing, 
distribution etc. This is to compare with their own positioning in different categories as there is 
no chance of challenging the leader if they are represented with the same variables as ones own 
(Ries & Trout, 1986). This means that, a company that is a challenger to the leaders’ throne needs 
to take away the leaders position in the consumers mind to portray itself as being more unique. 
The important question is how to decrease the leader’s share of the market? Microsoft have, in all 
areas of their Scroogled campaign, studied Google’s products to present a better product to the 
consumer. Through a simple interpretation on their website, their argumentation is an emphasis 
on how to attract consumers on behalf of Google’s weakness: 
 
“Google goes through every Gmail that’s sent or received, looking for keywords so they 
can target Gmail users with paid advertisements. Outlook.com is different - we don’t go 
through your email to sell advertisements.” (Scroogled, 2014)  
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2) Find a weakness in the leader’s strength and attack at that point. In a highly competitive 
landscape, weaknesses in competitor’s strengths are alpha omega, as this is considered the 
opening to a powerful strike (Ries & Trout, 1986: 71). Microsoft is at all times up-to-date in 
relation to Google’s public privacy policy papers, where they have been using sudden changes in 
its campaign both on TV and online.  
  
3) Launch the attack on as narrow a front as possible. 
In real warfare, one would always prefer to hit an important narrow target that can cause a 
powerful amount of damage – while it is argued that one can expand an attack after having a 
confirmation of hitting successfully. When Microsoft is combating Google, it has specifically 
chosen to target the essence of Google, which is privacy. Microsoft has chosen to focus only on a 
few products instead of going in depth with all of Google’s other products as the opposite action 
would have made it more difficult for the consumer to interpret.  
 
Microsoft’s approach has been used in order to directly target Google’s products, but the red 
thread that goes through the campaign is its focus on Google’s core business tool - privacy. 
Microsoft is aware of the current debate around privacy in the media today and uses this to attack 
Google on as a narrow front as possible with a direct offensive strategic approach. 
 
4.3 Direct strategy as a victorious approach 
In relation to classical strategy, Carl Von Clausewitz proposes that a company focuses on 
defeating its competitor on the battlefield, where it accumulates its forces in order to break down 
the enemy. The focus is to achieve a definitive victory, and this is done by empowering the 
company's own forces against the enemy’s, and that it performs decisive combat in the core of 
the enemy’s operations (Durö & Sandström, 1987). If Microsoft wants to hit Google hard and 
gain a victory, their tactics demands them to prioritize that they are not acting in the same way. 
This enables Microsoft to create a victory through a rapid and offensive campaign. Clausewitz 
was inspired by Napoleon and how he made use of his direct strategy in regards to his many 
victories, claiming that direct strategy is the only classical strategy. However, it is noticeable that 
Clausewitz’s theory has been interpreted by many, who claim it to be advocating a total 
elimination of their competitors, which he himself claims is not his aim. Whereas, one should 
understand that even though Clausewitz’s theory proposes some advantages in relation to being 
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the victor on the battlefield, it has its limitations, which is best explained in the way Napoleon 
was also defeated in the end. For example, that companies cannot expect to stay victorious in a 
changing competitive landscape, but in order to conquer and control new areas, companies need 
to focus on hitting their competitor directly where it hurts the most. The same concept can be 
applied in business where companies would suggest this to be a strategy which they could use in 
order to access new market opportunities by providing a better product (Durö & Sandstrom, 
1987).  
4.4 Creating a viable strategy 
When taking initiative to a strong warfare campaign, companies need a strategy, which is based 
upon a specific situation and context. Within military thinking, they should also apply principles 
of viable strategic actions, which demand an investigation of the specific campaign goal, which 
they need to track and follow upon in order to reach successful milestones, whilst working 
towards that goal. Durö and Sandström (1987) propose their principles of strategic actions, which 
emphasize what companies need to strive for in order to achieve successful campaigns. 
 
1) Making sure your own forces are secure 
It is essential for Microsoft that its focus is on securing its own area, in order to be sure to handle 
any surprise attacks in case Google decides to launch a counterattack. If Microsoft have control 
over its calculated risks, then it is more likely to be able to predict any attacks and prevent them, 
or to use them against their opponent. The defensive strategy is the preparation towards enabling 
an offensive (Durö & Sandstrom, 1987). This, therefore, demands that Microsoft should have 
privacy as a strength on the battlefield before they perform an attack on that specific area - which 
Microsoft also shows they have taken into consideration. 
 
2) Being adaptable 
Microsoft’s strategic campaign must be able to be adaptable to changes in the landscape - an 
approach they have used is to divide their campaign up into different sections spread over a 
certain time span, with backup plans they use to cater to changes in the landscape. This 
emphasises the importance of knowing the opponents on the battlefield in order to continuously 
maintain and predict developments (Durö & Sandstrom, 1987). 
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4.5 Tactics on the battlefield 
On the battlefield a company’s most important task is to weaken their enemy. André Beaufre 
proposes one should have the opportunity to break the enemy’s will to fight. Here, the art of the 
battle is to establish an ability to empower a psychological link between their own company and 
to weaken the enemy.  
 
“The Psychological factor is decisive. It is at the base of most creative technical and 
intellectual processes, from warpaint and battle cries or the whistling bombs of the Stuka 
dive bombers right up to misleading manoeuvres and surprise to create what Napoleon 
called the “climax” where the intrusion will lead to the definitive collapse of the will to 
fight amongst the enemy.” (Durö & Sandstrom, 1987: 31-32)  
 
The tactics need to be very effective in order to paralyze the enemy. When implementing good 
tactics Microsoft needs to make use of direct strategic methods, meaning that after they have 
disturbed Google they can expand their campaign to use it to unbalance and weaken them even 
more. On the battlefield Microsoft have strived to flirt with Google product consumers, by 
applying psychological aspects through their viral marketing, but also by using tv-spots which 
create debate and awakens emotions in concern to the specific topic.  
 
It is theoretically argued that a strong tactic on the battlefield is the concept of “attrition” where 
the focus should be less on military victory, instead trying to design and control the process so it 
becomes campaign wise non-beneficial for the enemy. Here, companies use psychological and 
material forces in order to make the enemy’s supporters question their own superiority. One 
should continuously make use of a pinprick strategy, where they keep the conflict alive at a low 
level, which is exactly what Microsoft have done during their two year campaign. This is in 
relation to attack advertisements tactics, which is based on two actions: 
 
1) Creating fear among the population, which in some cases will make them lose loyalty to their 
company, which possibly could be Microsoft’s primary goal as they have strived to measure 
Google consumer’s loyalty through petitions on their website.  
 
2) Creating a campaign of threats against the enemy, without forcing them to withdraw - this is 
the psychological tool that can be used to push the enemy to sacrifice some forces in order to 
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cover others. The Scroogled campaign could have triggered Google to re-evaluate their privacy 
policies - but as this is their core business model - the chance for this to happen is unrealistic. 
However, as seen before with Facebook and their privacy scandals in 2012 (Brown, 2012), they 
reacted on the petitions received to rewrite some of their privacy policies. There are possibilities 
for Google to act upon the same example, however, that would strengthen Microsoft’s Scroogled 
campaign even more. It is important to strive for putting the enemy under stressful pressure, so 
that they can hit when their guards are lowered (Durö & Sandstrom, 1987: 42). 
 
4.6 The battle for the best positioning  
On a highly dynamic battlefield a company needs to position their product in the best manner, in 
order to have a strong consumer base that allows them to plan and act offensively. Jack Trout 
argues that companies build up a fighting potential by being positioned this way (Durö & 
Sandstrom, 1987). They have together developed a positioning strategy for marketing warfare 
which will be applied to the analysis - it covers these principles:  
 
1. Create a psychological fighting potential. Position the product mentally in the 
consciousness of consumers and competitors  
2. Create an insuperable impression. Convince competitors that counter-attack is 
meaningless without comprehensive preparations and build of forces.  
3. Use offensive tactics to position the product rapidly on the market. (Durö & Sandstrom, 
1987: 52). 
These principles and strategies are one way of going offensively into a market to gain a market 
share.  
 
Marketing warfare suggests that, upon entering the battlefield, companies need to conform to the 
fact that there are preparations that need to be taken into account before companies can perform a 
strike against a competitor who is better positioned on the market. Before initiating a campaign, 
companies need to research and elaborate on both what consumers need, and what their 
competitors offer them. When going public with the campaign, it is important to consider that 
offensive marketing proposes to create a strong psychological link in the consumer’s mind, which 
is based upon strengthening one's respective brand on the discrimination of others. This study 
offers an understanding of how politically influenced tactics can be applied to the marketing 
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approach of Microsoft’s Scroogled campaign. A campaign initiated by Penn, who proves this 
argumentation.  
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5. Mark Penn and attack ads 
This chapter introduces Mark Penn, with a brief review of his relevant history and reputation. 
This will develop into an examination of attack ads and, specifically, one advertisement that Penn 
created for Hillary Clinton. The purpose of introducing Penn and attack ads is to identify his 
characteristics as a strategist, and to see if any of these characteristics can be found in the 
Scroogled campaign. 
 
In 2012, as the CEO of PR Company Burson-Marsteller, Penn was asked to consult Microsoft in 
relation to improving their market strategies, and to advise consumers of the quality of their 
products compared to competitors. Penn, who had been a pollster, political strategist, PR guru 
and called the master of the message by TIME magazine (Mark Penn, 1996) was chosen to assist 
Microsoft in their improvement of their marketing strategies. With a Political background, Penn 
served different political leaders including Tony Blair and Clinton in her 2008 presidential 
campaign. Penn, who has had his expertise within crisis control and campaign management, 
advised Microsoft to launch the Scroogled campaign to effectively hit Google where it is most 
vulnerable, their privacy. Since this campaign, Penn was officially appointed as the Executive 
Vice President of Advertising and Strategy at Microsoft Corporation. Throughout the last two 
years in his position at Microsoft, Penn has launched other noticeable marketing campaigns 
against Google besides the Scroogled campaign. Penn has targeted Google as Microsoft’s biggest 
enemy.  
 
With a background in politics, Penn has been under a massive media attention, with his current 
position in Microsoft and his continuous articles for TIME magazine, where he often writes about 
campaigns and strategy in business and politics. When running the presidential campaign for 
Clinton in 2008, Penn was held accountable by the New York Times for Clinton’s loss to Barack 
Obama. Penn used an offensive marketing strategy with the use of negative advertisements, 
which was aired on the best TV prime-times across the nation. The “3am” campaign directly 
questioned if Obama was ready to move into the White House. The campaign was seen as a harsh 
attack on Obama, which backfired on, and resulted in her worst campaign. The reason being the 
lack of thorough research and knowledge collected in the preparations to the launch of the 
campaign on national television - it gave the Obama campaign administration an opportunity to 
make a counterattack using the commercial to remind people of her original support of the Iraq 
war (Alexovich, 2008). 
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When taking over the marketing position at Microsoft, Penn had become an expert within 
offensive campaign strategy - which is known as negative advertisements campaigning in 
politics. Negative advertisements campaigning are based on marketing where the message is 
assigned to personally attack another candidate. When making use of negative advertisements, 
campaigning political parties often apply criticism against an opponent pointing out their faults 
and bad behaviours, often based on innuendo, performed through a thorough analysis of the 
opponent’s background. Politicians using negative advertisements campaigning often tend to 
focus on the opponent and to throw mud on them in order to highlight themselves as the good 
guy. (Bike, 2014) 
 
5.1 Negative advertisements 
Negative advertisements dig into people’s minds, and psychologically uses their fears to 
manipulate and make them change their mind in regards to whom they are voting on. Therefore, 
campaigns like these tend to have a lot of potential reach as they can rapidly develop to become 
the daily agendas brought up to debate amongst people. This was confirmed in a study by Gina 
Garramone who clearly emphasised how negative advertisements affect political agendas, and 
her results show that they are more effective than positive advertisements when it comes to 
influencing images of candidates, creating discrimination and greater attitude polarization. This 
was confirmed in a study by Gina Garramone who clearly emphasised how negative 
advertisements affect political agendas, and her results show that they are more effective than 
positive advertisements when it comes to influencing images of candidates, creating 
discrimination and greater attitude polarization. (Garramone, 2009) 
Working with negative advertisements, Penn quickly confirmed to choosing the right strategy for 
Microsoft in relation to their campaign against Google. The Scroogled campaign was based upon 
negative advertisements influenced by political campaigns, which was one step in the intensive 
marketing warfare between Microsoft and Google. In the 1980’s marketers began transforming 
negative advertisements into a tool used within marketing campaigns, and one example being the 
way national drug and tobacco control offices uses negative advertisement campaigns to 
influence the tobacco consumers into immediate abortion of cigarettes. Through horrific tv-spots, 
which have been brought by many national offices in many countries, pictures of lungs, hearts 
and other organs have been used to influence consumers. Likewise, adverts against drunk driving 
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have also been popular by using arguments from negative advertisements in the same way.  
 
Within Microsoft and Google’s marketing warfare, Scroogled was a two-year long campaign 
targeting faults from Google and vulnerable issues, precisely how a political campaign would 
operate. Medias all over the globe noted that with the entrance of Penn as an executive at 
Microsoft, the battlefield between the two companies would change. This could possibly in up in 
a negative direction - but with a potential for a positive impact for consumers in concern to better 
and affordable developments, as defined in the competitive analysis earlier in this study. Penn’s 
strategy was backed up by his article in TIME magazine stating his support to negative 
advertisement campaigning and marketing warfare.  
 
“I’ll say something unpopular. Negative advertisements are by and large good for our 
democracy. And when they are not — when they overreach unfairly, they boomerang and 
the people who ran them take a well-deserved hit. But when they focus us on something 
important — like who would make a better Commander in Chief, who would fix the 
economy or when they bring up past events that need a real vetting — they do a service.” 
(Penn, 2012) 
 
Penn is emphasizing the contribution, which negative advertisements bring to society. Stating 
that it gives people the facts and raises legitimate questions which people deserve to know about, 
he emphasises that this is important, as some of the subjects laid out on the table are the ones the 
opponents would like to avoid. Penn’s article in TIME magazine was sent out just before he was 
hired to work for Microsoft and launching the Scroogled campaign - which can give us an 
assumption of Penn’s current state of mind, to give consumers an opportunistic possibility to 
choose and distance themselves from products that conflicts with their personal ideologies.  
 
To furthermore get an insight into Penn’s current state of mind, and his strategies, one of the 
advertisements he undertook for Clinton in 2008 will be described, analyzed and, later on, 
discussed, together with the primary case of the study. 
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5.2 3am advertisement 
The 3am advertisement is a commercial that was launched during Clinton’s election campaign 
against Obama. The commercial was an attack advertisement launched by the strategist Penn 
(Wingfield & Miller, 2012). The advertisement shows children sleeping in their beds while a 
voiceover is saying the following: 
 
"It’s 3 a.m. and your children are safe and asleep. But there’s a phone in the White House 
and it’s ringing. 
Something’s happening in the world. Your vote will decide who answers that call, 
whether it’s someone who already knows the world’s leaders, knows the military — 
someone tested and ready to lead in a dangerous world. 
It’s 3 a.m. and your children are safe and asleep. Who do you want answering the 
phone?” (Alexovich, 2008) 
 
After the voiceover stops, the advertisement clips to a picture of Clinton answering a phone. 
Even though Clinton’s opponent, Obama, is not mentioned or shown in the clip, the 
advertisement is clearly an advertisement that aims to take votes from him. The advertisement 
wants the voters to think about whether they want a leader that knows everyone and the military 
in Clinton or if they want an inexperienced guy in Obama.  
 
The commercial thrives on the voter’s emotions as the advertisement makes the voters think 
about who should keep their children secure when something bad happens. This is why the 
advertisement is called 3am, as it refers to the call that a person in the white house could get 
when something happens and the world needs the president to act. The advertisement is 
influencing the fear of the people, which Clinton and her campaign staff focused on the entire 
campaign. They had been trying to build up an image of her being strong and more in control of 
the dangers of the world than Obama (Benjamin, 2008). This was also the purpose of the 
advertisement according to Penn: 
 
“I think this advertisement speaks to what people I think very much know in their heart 
about Senator Clinton,” Penn told reporters. Clinton, he said, is “seen as someone who is 
both strong and able to make these decisions.” (Benjamin, 2008) 
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By doing that, Penn was attacking the weakness of the opponent whilst emphasizing the strength 
of his candidate. This was 6 years ago, when Penn worked for Clinton’s election campaign. The 
next chapter will introduce the Scroogled campaign before a comparative analysis will be made 
between the two commercials.  
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6. Scroogled 
This chapter will explain what the Scroogled campaign is about, and to highlight the important 
elements of the campaign. Initially a description of the campaign will be provided, as well as the 
process of the campaign. The marketing warfare principles, described earlier, will be applied to 
identify what elements of marketing warfare the Scroogle campaign consists of. Finally, the 
findings of the content analysis will be presented to find out the main elements of the campaign. 
 
Scroogled is an on-going campaign by Microsoft that is offensively criticising Google on a 
number of issues. These two companies are in a tight competition battle and in 2012, Microsoft 
went for the throat by hiring Penn to launch the "Scroogled" campaign. Penn is now Microsoft’s 
Executive Vice President and Chief Strategy Officer. He masterminded and launched the 
campaign as a one-stop shop where every privacy-related issue that Google is violating can be 
addressed. The campaign has offensively attacked Google with things like blind search 
comparisons, shopping search, and Gmail.  
 
6.1 Presentation of the case 
The word Scroogled originates from “Google’s ongoing use of invasive tactics to maximize its 
advertising profits” (Scroogled, 2014). The word was created by Microsoft and is defined in 
multiple ways, for example: “The Google practice of going through one’s personal Gmail for 
keywords to target one with specific advertisements” (Scroogled, 2014). The campaign aims to 
take away Google’s users through attacking its products and services. In the advertisements, 
Microsoft is using the verb Scroogled for every time Google ‘screws’ its consumers through its 
products. The Scroogled campaign has all the ingredients of a political attack advertisement. It 
warns people by the phrase “Don't get Scroogled," and it then goes on to imply that Google is 
breaching consumer privacy by reading all their Gmail messages to serve advertisements.   
 
According to political campaigns, an attack advertisement is a kind of advertising whose purpose 
is meant as a personal attack against another candidate or political party. Unlike product 
advertising, political advertising must get results in a short period of time, and therefore, political 
practitioners use several kinds of political advertising like: image and negative advertising 
(Chang et. al., 1998). With Penn behind the Scroogled campaign, it makes one wonder if 
Microsoft’s move to hire him was a strategic plan for a big combat against Google because of his 
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experience and political background. The fact that Penn was made responsible for working on 
core strategic issues at Microsoft is arguably a stance for Microsoft to prepare for an offensive 
attack against Google by making use of Penn’s political tactics 
 
The Scroogled campaign consists of newspaper advertisements, viral advertisements, tv 
advertisements and merchandise. The tv advertisements were only shown in the US, the 
Scroogled store is only available on the US site, and the newspaper advertisements only ran in 
big US newspapers like Wall Street Journal, New York Times and USA Today which means the 
campaign is directed towards consumers in the US (Scroogled, 2014). To understand the impact 
of this campaign, this chapter will use a content analysis to analyse the campaign itself and a 
number of articles that will cast more light on the impact, outcomes and effectiveness of the 
campaign.  
 
The following is the timeline of the Scroogled campaign and the advertisements that were run 
from the time of the launch until now. It is made based on TheVerge.com information and its 
updates on the campaign (Hollister, 2013): 
 
Figure 2: Timeline of the Scroogled campaign 
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February 1, 2012: 
It started with a newspaper advertisement that highlighted changes in Google’s privacy policy 
and argued that it made it harder for people to stay in control of their personal information in 
Google products (Warren, 2012). 
 
February 2, 2012: 
An online advertisement then followed about “Gmail man”, highlighting that Google searched 
that user's e-mail for keywords to sell him/her advertisements (Warren, 2012). 
 
February 21, 2012: 
Another online video followed that attacked Google Apps. This video was to undermine Google's 
apps and to highlight excel as an excellent alternative. (Ingraham, 2012). 
 
November 28, 2012: 
The next step for Microsoft was the launch of the Scroogled.com site, which at that time was 
made to show consumers how all shopping results on Google Shopping site are paid 
advertisements (Warren, 2012). 
 
February 7, 2013: 
Microsoft revived their campaign with a video on Scroogled that attacks the Gmail with the 
tagline: “Think Google respects your privacy? Think again,” (Blagdon, 2013). 
 
April 9, 2013: 
The next target for Microsoft was the Google App store, where it accused Google of distributing 
names, email addresses and neighbourhoods of users who made purchases in the App store. This 
was an attack on changes in Google’s privacy policy (Warren, 2013). 
 
May 16, 2013: 
More than a month later, Microsoft decided to leak yet another video that explained how Google 
tracks users and commercialized user’s personal information to target advertisements and make 
money off users (Warren, 2013). 
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November 21, 2013: 
Microsoft then started to sell accessories like hats, t-shirts and other wearables with phrases like 
“keep calm while we steal your data” (Hollister, 2013). These merchandises are a new way that 
Microsoft is “helping” people to address and express their opinions with regards to Google 
stealing their information through the Scroogled gear from the brand new Scroogled Store 
(Sullivan, 2013). 
 
November 26, 2013: 
Microsoft follows up on their accessories with an advertisement that attacks Google’s new 
Chromebooks (Ingraham, 2013). 
 
After 2013:  
On Scroogled.com, there has been no more updates in newspapers or on tv, but Microsoft keeps 
updating Scroogled News section where it keeps consumers updated on the “stark differences 
between what Google does and what it says” (Scroogled, 2014). 
 
The advertisements span over 22 months with both up and down periods in terms of intensity. 
The timeline shows the evolution of the campaign from paper advertisements about privacy 
policy, to more specific targeted video advertisements towards Google App store and Gmail, 
before an attack with the launch of the Scroogled campaign site. The campaign site still gets 
updated with new directed attacks about Google’s privacy policy. It’s not sure if there will be any 
new advertisements published again anytime soon, but Derrick Connell, a Microsoft Corporate 
Vice President in charge of the Bing Experiences team, was quoted as saying:  
 
“We are always evaluating and evolving our marketing campaigns. There are times when 
we use our marketing to highlight differences in how we see the world compared to 
competitors, and the Scroogled campaign is an example of this. Moving forward, we will 
continue to use all the right approaches and tactics when and where they make sense.” 
(Foley, 2014).  
 
This statement is vague and leaves one to wonder if there will be any more advertisements 
produced soon, or if Microsoft has gained the result it was hoping for from the campaign. 
Another representative from Microsoft, however, was quoted as saying:  
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“We don’t have any future plans to share at this time, but we believe that it’s important to 
educate the public about practices that are misleading and may harm consumers. This 
‘Don’t Get Scroogled’ effort is focused on educating consumers about Google’s deceptive 
app store privacy practices.”(Marketing Week, 2013).  
 
The Scroogled case analysis above can be linked and related to elements and principles of the 
marketing warfare strategy in many ways that will be explained in the following chapter, starting 
with principles in relation to this report.  
 
6.2 Attrition 
The fact that the campaign lasted approximately 22 months with on-going updates is an example 
of a gradual attack. The concept of attrition is where one attempts to achieve decisive and gradual 
winnings by using minimal but necessary resources in minimal amount of time, through 
concentration of force and surprise while reducing the leader’s strength (Sun Tzu, 2002). This 
statement is in alignment with the Microsoft campaign, and the company knows better not to try 
to ‘win’ and destroy Google with one big attack on privacy, but rather doing it gradually so that 
Google cannot counterattack. By using Google’s own policy papers as the centre of the attacks, 
Microsoft is lowering the opportunities for Google to strike back as Google knows that whatever 
is written and said in the campaign is real. In marketing warfare, this is used to make the enemy’s 
supporters question their own superiority (Durö & Sandstrom, 1987).  
 
Microsoft uses attrition in order to position the Scroogled verb in consumers mind. By having an 
intensive period with a lot of advertisements, followed by a down period and then a big revival of 
the campaign, this keeps the readers uncertain on where this campaign is going. Microsoft uses a 
‘pinprick’ strategy, as it is called in marketing warfare, where they keep the conflict alive at a low 
level at all times. This could be done in order to keep the verb Scroogled in consumers mind at all 
times. The way Microsoft uses Scroogled as a verb in the advertisements, and on its site, is also a 
way to make the consumers conscious about the verb. As a result, it becomes an everyday word 
and used in everyday language, which in turn keeps the conflict alive amongst consumers 
through word of mouth (Scroogled, 2014). A petition that Microsoft created on-line with their 
Gmail advertisements is also a way to keep the conflict alive amongst consumers, as the petition 
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calls for action and says that the consumers should tell Google to stop reading their emails, or to 
target them with advertisements (Outlook). According to marketing warfare, these strategies are 
smart for Microsoft as they put Google under stressful pressure, and forces the company to 
sacrifice significant forces to defend itself and makes it vulnerable for attacks when its guards are 
lowered (Durö & Sandstrom, 1987). 
 
These strategies are a way for Microsoft to have the psychological advantage over Google, which 
is a decisive factor in warfare. Durö and Sandström describe the importance of the decisive factor 
as followed: 
 
“The Psychological factor is decisive. It is at the base of most creative technical and 
intellectual processes, from warpaint and battle cries, or the whistling bombs of the Stuka 
dive bombers right up to misleading manoeuvres and surprise to create what Napoleon 
called the “climax” where the intrusion will lead to the definitive collapse of the will to 
fight amongst the enemy.” (Durö & Sandstrom, 1987: 31-32)  
 
In the Scroogled case, the sudden surprises of the attacks are on narrow fronts and leaked videos 
are the whistling bombs of the Stuka dive bombers, the use of the verb Scroogled in word of 
mouth communication is the war paint that keeps the consumers aware of the conflict, and the 
battle cry is the petition towards Gmail that calls for action amongst consumers. 
 
The following section identifies the findings of the content analysis, which focuses on the 
‘whistling bombs of the Stuka dive bombers’, and examines what the primary focus areas were in 
the Scroogled offensive advertisements. 
 
6.3 Value perception from the media 
In order to identify the primary focus areas of the Scroogled campaign, a content analysis was 
conducted from 160 articles. This was done with the help of the Roskilde University’s 
SUMMON database, where all the articles were found. The analysis of the articles showed 5 
primary areas that were of concern and were written about, and a 6th category was formed to 
categorize all the other articles that had nothing to do with the campaign. The summary of the 
articles in each area is shown in Table 5. 
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 Total # of articles In percentage 
Android software 22 13.8% 
Gmail 47 29.4% 
Shopping site/search (advertisements) 39 24.4% 
Chromebook 12 7.5% 
Microsoft accessories 6 3.8% 
non-specific 34 21.3% 
Table 5 - percent overview of issues in the media used 
 
The information in Table 5 highlights that the media have written the most about Gmail with 47 
articles, then the shopping site advertisements with 39 articles, followed by the android software 
with 22 articles, a smaller amount about Chromebook with 12 articles, and lastly the accessories 
category with 6 articles. This shows that the media has had more focus on the campaign in the 
beginning with the Gmail and the Google Shopping advertisements since they were the first used, 
and targeted in the beginning of the campaign, than in the end when the Chromebook 
advertisement came out.  
 
Figure 3 shows the results of the same campaign, from the time it was launched in 2012 until 
now, illustrating the results of the campaign based on a rating scale of positive, negative and/or 
neutral. 29 articles about Gmail indicated that people are more and more aware of how their 
privacy is being compromised by using Gmail after the launch of the Scroogled campaign. As a 
result, there are currently six active class action lawsuits against Google in the USA. These 
lawsuits are in relation to scanning of emails and accusing Google of illegal eavesdropping or 
interception under federal and state wiretapping laws. The Get the Facts section of the Scroogled 
website features research, commissioned by Microsoft, highlighting how concerned Americans 
are by visiting the site, and there are also quotes on the site from experts and consumer protection 
groups on the issue of privacy. According to the articles analysed, over 3.5 million people have 
so far visited the scroogled.com site, and 216,728 have signed a petition asking Google to stop 
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going through their Gmail, as of May 21, 2014. This illustrates how Microsoft has used the 
marketing warfare’s narrow front attack principle by hitting a narrow target which can cause a 
powerful amount of damage, in time for the company to expand after attacking successfully (Ries 
& Trout, 1986: 71).   
 
Figure 3: Number of articles with different value of the focus areas 
 
Despite these results, the articles about Gmail were not the most positive ones, despite being 
numerous. Figure 4 shows the percentages of where the positive value perception was from the 
media. Overall, the graph illustrates that the most coverage from the articles is positive. 
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Figure 4: Percentage of value perception of different focus areas 
The lowest percentage of positive coverage, besides the non-specific, is found in the Microsoft 
accessories category, but that is also only on the basis of 6 articles. On average, most of the 
coverage is positive, followed by around 20% negative advertisements. This shows that the 
campaign has not been entirely one sided, as Microsoft has also received some criticism.  
 
This is not ideal, according to marketing warfare, as one of the principles is that the attacking 
company should always ensure its own forces are secure in order to handle any counter attacks 
(Durö & Sandstrom, 1987). The negative articles do not create an insuperable impression of 
Microsoft to Google (Durö & Sandstrom, 1987). This could be the reason why Google teased 
Microsoft back 10 days after Scroogled launch with a small statement. This counter attack was 
directed at Microsoft’s launch of the Scroogled store with clothing bearing anti-Google slogans 
on like “Keep calm while we steal your data” with a Google logo on them. 
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"Microsoft's latest venture comes as no surprise; competition in the wearables space 
really is heating up" (Hollister, 2013) 
 
This counter attack was not a part of any big campaign, but an attack can really backfire if the 
competitor snaps back with a clever answer. The phrase gives the impression that while Google is 
working on Google Glass and other wearables, Microsoft is only working on a clothing line with 
slogans on, which puts Microsoft in a position where they cannot really do anything.  
 
6.4 Main elements of Scroogled campaign 
This section presents the advertisements of the Scroogled campaign in more detail, and aims to 
identify the main elements of the campaign. The main elements will be examined and the reason 
why each element has been chosen will be explained. 
 
The content analysis shows 6 categories that the media focuses on. Out of these 6 categories, 5 of 
them are categories that are a big part of the Scroogled campaign. The non-specific cannot be 
attached to any element and the android software itself is not being attacked directly in the 
campaign, so those two categories are not being examined in this chapter. 
 
On the “Don’t Get Scroogled” website, the Chromebook is shown when users enter the site in a 
big advertisement. When users scroll down, they will quickly encounter an advertisement that 
shows how users get “Scroogled” by Google Shopping and Gmail. The accessories are not that 
visible on the front page, but it is still a part of what the media is talking about, so it is being 
included as well. The 4 main elements of the campaign have been identified through the content 
analysis as being: 
1. Gmail 
2. Google Shopping 
3. Chromebook 
4. Accessories 
  
Gmail 
The attack on Gmail is divided into three separate advertisements that all focus on privacy and 
spam. The main points are that Google scans all users’ mails to look for keywords so it can target 
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users with paid advertisements. Microsoft uses the phrase that Google crosses the line to let 
consumers know that Google is crossing the evil line that it promises not to cross. Throughout the 
video Microsoft is focusing on how Google is not giving its consumers the right to privacy with 
quotes like: “You get Scroogled, when your privacy is invaded” (Scroogled). These 
advertisements also end with a phrase that tells the consumers to use Outlook instead, as 
Microsoft’s Outlook does not violate the consumers’ privacy. Microsoft’s high emphasis on 
Gmail is in alignment with the principle of attacking on a narrow a front as possible. Gmail is 
less popular than the Microsoft’s Outlook email client right now (Campaign Monitor), so 
Microsoft is actually not directly attacking the strength of Google, even though marketing 
warfare principles states that it is alpha omega to a powerful strike (Ries & Trout, 1986: 71). The 
attack on Gmail is, therefore, another way to attack the strength of Google through privacy, as 
Google’s search engine runs on personal information. So instead of Microsoft attacking Google 
directly on the search engine, Microsoft is instead attacking on other products of Google that 
implicitly also attacks Google’s strength.  
 
Google Shopping 
The main message is that all results in the shopping site are paid advertisements, and not sorted 
by relevance to the consumer. The video says that consumers should instead try the Microsoft 
search engine Bing, which is an honest search engine not showing advertisements. A separate 
text on the site argues that Google crossed the evil line, when they Scroogle consumers by 
limiting their choices, and ranking search results by payment. Another feature on the site shows 
the difference between what Google said in 2004, against what they do now, to put mistrust on 
Google - see table 6. 
Then (2004) Now (2012) 
"Our search results will be objective and we 
will not accept payment for inclusion or 
ranking in them." (Scroogled) 
“Google Commerce announces shopping 
results will be paid for and exclude merchants 
who don't participate.” (Scroogled) 
Table 6 -  Google terms and conditions 
 
This advertisement attacks the entire Google brand by emphasizing that the company does not 
keep its word and, therefore, cannot be trusted. This is again another way to attack one product, 
yet having an impact on more aspects of Google.  
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Chromebook 
The TV advertisement against the Chromebook is made in collaboration with a famous Gold & 
Silver Pawn shop that is the subject of a popular American reality show. The advertisement 
shows a young woman who wants to pawn her Chromebook, but gets refused. The rest of the 
advertisement lists arguments for why it is not worth anything. The salesman argues that the 
Chromebook is a brick when a user is not connected, that it is not a real laptop, as it does not 
have Windows or Office. And it goes on to say that Google is tracking the user’s behaviour on 
the device to target advertisements to users and make money off them. After the video, a user has 
an option to click on a ‘See how you get Scroogled!’ which links to yet another site that argues 
against the Chromebook. The site includes expert statements that emphasize Microsoft’s 
arguments from other sources like Business Insider, PC Magazine and Digital Trends. This site 
also shows advertisements for Microsoft’s own devices that do not do all the things that Google 
do.  
 
Microsoft accessories 
The shop contains a clothing line and other accessories like mugs, caps, etc., with various anti 
Google slogans on them.  
 
Other 
Under this category, it’s the rest of the elements of the campaign, and ways Microsoft is using to 
spread its message to the consumers. The message is being spread through a blog called, 
ScroogledNews, and a petition. 
 
● The blog is where Microsoft keeps interested readers updated about news from Scroogled. 
On the blog, there are multiple videos that further attack Chromebook and Gmail. 
● The ScroogledNews site keeps users updated on the “differences between what Google 
says and what Google does, and what consumers can do to take a stand against it.” 
(ScroogledNews, 2014) 
● The petition is where users can engage by signing up against Google to stop reading their 
mails to spam them. The petition has 216,728 signatures so far as of May 2014. (Outlook) 
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7. Comparative analysis 
  
We live in a world where advertising plays an important role. We read magazines, we watch TV 
and go shopping, and think that we can control our emotions and the way we perceive 
advertisements that surrounds us daily. An individual believes that advertising functions mostly 
influences the way how one thinks about the properties of a product, and these properties are the 
ones that will help an individual choose a product he/she intends to buy. However, 
advertisements also do other things that influence the way we perceive information and transfer 
our feelings from one set of items to another. The most powerful effect of advertising is the one 
that an individual does not realize what is actually happening (Markman, 2010). 
  
The same example can be seen in two political campaigns that were led by Penn, in question are: 
Clinton's “3am advertisement” and Microsoft’s “privacy advertisement” campaigns and this will 
be discussed in detail below. 
  
Comparative analysis 
The following analysis will compare Microsoft’s Scroogled campaign focusing on the privacy 
advertisement (A) with Clinton’s 3am advertisement (B), to figure out if there are elements of 
negative campaigning in the Scroogled campaign. This is done to examine if Penn’s political 
experience with negative advertisements have influenced the Scroogled campaign. The 
comparative analysis will be based on the findings that are described in the chapter about the 
Scroogled campaign and the 3am advertisement. 
  
After comparing both campaigns, one can see that the main element that the two advertisements 
have in common is the psychological effects behind the campaigns. Both A and B campaigns 
influences the way people feel after viewing the commercial, or reading information regarding a 
specific item. Commercial B uses direct psychological effects by bringing emotional aspects into 
the commercial. For example, the commercial begins with explaining that while one's child 
sleeps there is something happening in the world and that if the wrong or inexperienced person 
will be elected he or she might not know how to react and respond in the particular situation. 
While commercial A uses tactics to inform people that an opponent company (Google) keeps 
stealing and collecting one's data and disregarding one's privacy. All these aspects influences the 
way information has been perceived and influences the future decision making process. 
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Moreover, campaign B used children in their advertisement, where children is the most common 
item that people have in common with each other, which creates sense of fear and protection over 
psychological aspects. Both advertisements have played a major influence in consumers’ minds 
and can make consumers think that it’s actually their responsibility to respond in the way the 
advertisement is insinuating. Privacy and security issues, for example, often elicit emotional 
reactions. Security and privacy breaches can negatively impact people's lives and, as a result, if 
violated, it forces people to talk in emotional terms about these incidents, using words such as 
disappointed, unsupported, frustrated, exposed, and violated (Microsoft.com, 2003). Microsoft 
had exactly this in mind when coming up with the privacy attack advertisement by emphasizing 
things like, “your privacy is being stolen”, “you are violated”, “both what you send and receive 
from whoever is being read” etc. This can create a sense of fear in a person’s mind and, 
according to Joel York, the impact of it is the result in people reacting impulsively by just 
switching products or services without giving it much thought (York, 2013). The marketing 
warfare theory suggests having effective tactics in order to paralyze the enemy. Microsoft did this 
by expanding the whole camping with different offensive attack advertisements all focusing on 
privacy. This was an effective way to unbalance and weaken Google, especially since these 
attack advertisements were strategically planned to air at different stages of the campaign’s 
timeline.  
 
Another similarity between the two campaigns involves the fact that in campaign B, Clinton was 
portrayed as a national security guard who is ready to take charge if something happens at 
anytime. The attack advertisement attempted to undermine then-Senator Obama’s leadership and 
foreign policy experience compared to that of the opponent (iagreetosee.com, 2008). This 
emphasized the point that Clinton was a better candidate compare to Obama. Campaign A has the 
same ingredient, Microsoft plays security guard for the whole world by being the one to actually 
warn and educate the public about how Google is invading their private information by scanning 
their emails to target them with specific advertisements. This is a typical attack advertisement as 
Microsoft is trying to win consumers by denting not only Google’s image, but its products too, 
with hopes of consumers switching to Microsoft. These two campaigns are an example of how 
Microsoft is embracing the marketing warfare strategies using attack advertisements inspired 
from Penn’s political background. One of the principles of the marketing warfare strategies is to 
assess the strength of the target competitor and consider the amount of support that the target 
might muster from allies and choose on one target at a time (Ries & Trout, 1986). Microsoft is 
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following this principle to the last detail in its Scroogled campaign, the company has assessed 
Google and realised that the search engine is its strength, and then went ahead to find what is 
wrong with the way Google uses this particular service, and targeted it on the issue of privacy. 
Microsoft then went ahead and started aggressively attacking Google gradually by spreading 
different advertisements that emphasised on privacy. These attack advertisements were 
strategically spread over a period of 22 months. In these 22 months, Microsoft managed to attract 
consumer's attention and convinced them to sign a petition towards Google, as they do not agree 
with the way Google invades their privacy (Bort, 2013). This is not the same with the 3am 
campaign, and that is because, unlike in the corporate world, politics have deadlines; a vote has to 
be cast and someone eventually has to be chosen. So political strategies are short-term compared 
to business or corporate strategies, because in the corporate world, the consumers are a dependant 
factor in the sense that they determine when the company’s strategy should change based on what 
they chose to buy and when. So consumers force the market changes depending on their needs 
for that particular time.  
 
Having said that, it’s necessary to point out here that, according to the USA presidential elections 
of 2008, it does not look like the 3am campaign worked given the result. Nevertheless, the 
Scroogled campaign, on the other hand, seems to be working given the result of the content 
analysis, as it shows that all attack advertisement elements that Microsoft chose to offensively 
attack on managed to get at least 50% positive response (Figure 4). In effect, Microsoft has, so 
far, managed to put its message across exposing Google’s wrong doings in terms of privacy. 
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8. Discussion 
In order to understand how Microsoft has used a politically influenced marketing strategy to 
combat its direct competitor, it was decided to employ various methodological tools. It was 
decided to perform a competitive analysis to understand how the competitive landscape between 
two companies such as Microsoft and Google are positioned today. Furthermore, an in-depth case 
study analysis of the Scroogled campaign was essential, as it can reveal the purpose and main 
focus point of such a campaign. Following that, a comprehensive review of the content analysis 
has been performed in order to understand how effective the Scroogled campaign is at the 
moment. Finally, a comparative analysis between the two political campaigns was performed in 
order to understand whether there is a difference between two campaigns developed by Penn. 
  
The competitive analysis revealed differences between the two organizations. A competitive grid 
analysis was used in order to compare both organizations and the products/services and market 
share that both organizations are competing with. The results of SWOT analysis showed that both 
organizations have various weaknesses that might harm their business in the long run. In 
particular, it was found that the Google company has a comprehensive weakness when it comes 
to privacy issues. The company have received a lot of negative impact from the various 
authoritative organizations such as PRISM Electronic Surveillance and the European 
Commission. Moreover, one of Google’s weaknesses is also a poor position when it comes to 
advertising. Furthermore, SWOT analysis showed that the main income of the company’s 
turnover mainly comes from selling advertisements for various global companies. One can 
assume that this is where Microsoft decided to focus on by implementing an attack campaign. 
The main reason why Penn was hired by Microsoft is unknown, but after employing the SWOT 
analysis, it can be seen that Microsoft has various weaknesses when it comes to marketing, 
products and, most importantly, gaining market share and combating with Google. One can also 
assume that Penn was hired because the company identified its weaker angles and hired Penn to 
come up with a new strategy that might not only threaten its competitor Google, but also will 
strengthen their own products and services by reaching new consumers.  
 
As highlighted earlier, the marketing warfare theory suggests an opportunistic approach to 
increasing market share by hitting the dominant player exactly where it hurts the most (Ries & 
Trout, 2000). One can assume that such a strategy was used in the Microsoft company, where the 
organization came up with a completely new marketing strategy by introducing the Scroogled 
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campaign; a campaign that hindered the Google company by pushing on the weak spots, such as 
its privacy issues. After analysing the campaign, it showed that the purpose of the Scroogled 
campaign was to warn consumers that by using Google products, or services, their privacy is 
invaded as Google scans their personal emails, for example, by using their personal data to gain 
profit.  
 
In order to understand the new marketing strategy that was implemented via Scroogled campaign, 
it was decided to compare it with the Penn's previous campaign “3am” in order to find out 
whether the campaigns are similar, and to confirm the fact that Penn uses political marketing 
strategies in order to achieve his goals. The result showed that both campaigns are very similar in 
various aspects. In particular, both campaigns were used with the focus on privacy issues that 
people are surrounded daily. In both campaigns the message was of privacy and security, and as 
the analysis identified, children and one's private life is a very sensitive and vulnerable topic, 
moreover it is a topic that the majority of people have in common. The content analysis identified 
that fear appraisal was used in both campaigns. In advertising, fear appraisal is used often to 
motivate consumers to purchase or contribute to a cause. Fear has been used in many 
advertisements and often influences behaviour of an individual. The 3am advertisement used 
children to persuade parents to vote for Clinton because she wanted to come across as the right 
candidate for the presidency and would protect families whilst they slept. In the Scroogled 
campaign, the same fear factor was used to highlight the fact that Google spies on individuals and 
invades one's privacy in every email. Such qualities often influences people and they start to 
think about the consequences if they make the wrong move/use a wrong product. At the end of 
the Scroogled commercials, it can be seen that Microsoft suggests a better product, a product that 
is protected and secured - Microsoft “Outlook” email server. This raises a question as to whether 
Microsoft truly cares about people by warning them that their privacy is invaded if they keep 
using Google's products, or if they want to promote their own products by stating that they are 
better by working on peoples’ fears.  
 
As highlighted earlier, such marketing strategies are not that common in the corporate world 
where companies directly attack their competitors. Furthermore, our group participated in one of 
Microsoft’s marketing communication events in Copenhagen Business School, where Microsoft 
had a chance to tell the audience about the strategy the company currently employs. In this event, 
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Microsoft’s Marketing Director talked about seven marketing principles of doing business. These 
steps are  
1. live and breathe the consumer journey,  
2. romance product truths,  
3. know and respect competition,  
4. less is more principle,  
5. plan the work- work the plan,  
6. disclosure drives action, and  
7. skate to where the puck is going to be. (Appendix 4) 
 
Our point of interest was the third principle - know and respect your competitors. It was 
explained that it is important to participate in a changing environment and that it is extremely 
beneficial for all companies, including Microsoft, to have proper competition that positively 
influences the innovation progress. They emphasised that Microsoft have put themselves in a 
position where they have to respect their competitors, including Google. Such principles, 
however, do not correlate with Microsoft’s strategy and attack campaign Scroogled. 
  
Penn argues that in order to serve the democracy in the best possible manner, it is important to 
make use of negative advertisement campaigning as it serves the consumer by informing them 
about important issues that concerns them more than they would think. However, it can be 
discussed whether this argument is valid or not taking Microsoft’s approach into consideration. 
Microsoft uses Google discriminative arguments to advise the consumer to be careful and 
naturally adding a recommendation to consumers that they should use their products instead. It 
can be questioned whether or not Penn’s argument is striving to be informative as he explains in 
his TIME magazine article, or if he is blackmailing Google in order to reach new consumers. In a 
competitive landscape, it is of course hard to believe that Penn’s intention was to solely 
discriminate Google’s business model, as our SWOT analysis defined significant weaknesses on 
the products targeted within the concept of privacy. The principle defended in his argument is 
that fact that democracy is built upon the rocks of free speech within all industries, which 
demands supervision and regulation - which is a process the consumer has influence on. 
However, as good as it sounds, the discussion of the purpose is still unclear as one side portrays 
negative advertisements tactics as being the effective attention maker, whilst the other side 
suggests that it creates conflicts. Through this study, it has been proven that Microsoft’s strategy 
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in regards to the Scroogled campaign has both created attention with both positive and negative 
opinions, but at the same time it has not lead to a conflict between Microsoft and Google, as 
Google have not performed any counter-attacks in order to polarize Microsoft. This could be 
because Google realize and are aware of the sensitive subject, and an escalation is not useful for 
them - while instead they have publicly stated that they focus on their brand and the future 
products.  
 
An important issue that arises from this discussion is the fact that Microsoft’s own moral is 
influencing their campaign, and potentially a reason for ending it was the news regarding their 
snooping in their consumer’s emails. When introducing Windows 8, it was discovered that 
Microsoft’s terms of service agreements allows them to look into whatever private emails and 
messages they want in order to solve eventual problems. It is, ironically, what Microsoft 
specifically argues in the Scroogled campaign that Google invades privacy in different ways 
while Microsoft does not. This is an important aspect to discuss in further research of this project. 
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9. Conclusion 
In the corporate world companies do not tend to use offensive marketing warfare strategies when 
promoting their company or products. However, when it happens it creates a substantial amount 
of focus from media and consumers. Our problem formulation raised the question of how 
political strategies have an influence on how marketing is used today in relation to the Scroogled 
campaign introduced by Microsoft. By conducting a competitive analysis we were able to gain 
insight into identifying which weaknesses that influenced Microsoft’s strategy of acting 
offensively on the market between them and Google. Microsoft’s strategic actions were based 
upon political influences, brought into the company by Penn, who constructed a two-year 
campaign with focus on the discrimination of Google, to educate consumers about privacy, and, 
at the same time, to promote their own products.   
 
Exploring the concepts of marketing warfare and offensive marketing has provided the ability to 
understand why Microsoft choose to act with the use of negative advertisement campaigning. 
Negative advertisements campaigning have proven to be discriminating to your opponent, 
creating fear among people that psychologically creates a link to settle for a more trustworthy 
side. This is exactly why Microsoft hired Penn to create a viable marketing strategy against their 
biggest competitor.  
 
In the Scroogled campaign Penn made use of close characteristics of negative advertisements 
which he brought from his political campaign strategy background. Within the sphere of 
marketing warfare it is understood that when companies have weaknesses, and the development 
is going in the opposite direction of where you want to go, discriminating your opponent to win 
consumers is highly effective. Microsoft used Google's brand to market themselves and their 
products, by being considerably better than them, and emphasizing how they protect people’s 
private information.  
 
Analysing the political advertisement with the Scroogled advertisement, through the lens of 
marketing warfare strategies, it can be concluded that Microsoft use offensive approaches in 
regards to empowering their own brand. As a result of emphasizing that they are better, they need 
to keep their promise in order to distance themselves from the bad moral which the media already 
have highlighted in concerns with Microsoft accessing user’s emails. 
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9.1 Perspectivation 
During our project work we decided to focus on marketing warfare, which was important for us 
to understand the strategic choice of implementing offensive marketing strategies. These 
strategies are demonstrated through the way Microsoft acts on the competitive battlefield in 
relation to challenging Google on their business model, and trying to reach the goal of 
influencing consumers to choose Microsoft’s products instead of those of Google. We have 
introduced the marketing strategy of negative advertisements that was intentionally to be 
supplemented by the concept of moral reasoning. Moral reasoning is theory defining the 
processes, which makes individuals question and choose between what is right and what is 
wrong, using logic. There is here a difference between ethical choices, personal choices and 
economic choices, which all complement the way we think and act upon our determination of our 
personal ethical choice, which we define, as the most correct. This would have given our study 
another focus, as we would have dealt with the ethical question of whether it is right or wrong to 
act within these behaviours on the labour market. In the end, we decided to focus on the 
relationship between the political influences on marketing, and which aspects trigger actions in 
this direction as it served the purpose of the project in a best manner, in terms of keeping the 
frame of the project realistic.  
 
We started with our observations of Microsoft's marketing seminar, before looking into any 
theories - this was done in order to keep our minds open to focus on the core of the project which 
was Microsoft's marketing approach in relation to their competitors. One could argue that it 
would have helped us to dig into some theory to have some specific knowledge revolving their 
strategies and past history, but we saw this as limiting the creative process of getting inspired by 
their marketing director at the seminar to develop our project in another more interesting 
direction.  
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11. Appendix 
 
11.1 Appendix 1: Competitor Analysis Grid 
 
Competitor Analysis 
Grid 
    
Prepared by 
O.Kuzmina, P.Mainza 
as of April, 2014 
    
      
  Microsoft Google 
Directory Information     
Name of company  Microsoft Corporation Google Inc. 
Domain name (URL) www.microsoft.com www.google.com 
Mission statement To enable people and business throughout the 
world to realize their full potential 
To organize the world's 
information and make it 
universally accessible 
and useful. 
      
Company's physical 
location  
 Redmond, WA, USA Mountain View, 
California, USA 
Principal owner or 
manager 
Bill Gates Larry Page, Sergey Brin 
      
      
Products and Services     
Principal product or 
service 
Search technologies Office productivity suite 
  Advertising programs Server operating systems 
  Operating systems and platforms Cloud services 
  Enterprise products Servers 
  Mobile Wireless devices Embedded software  
    System center products 
    Consulting services 
    Premier product support 
services 
    Windows divisions 
    Entertainment and 
devices 
Customers and 
Marketing 
    
Primary target market B2B B2B 
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Sources of 
Competitive 
Advantage 
    
In what ways does the 
company exhibit 
competitive advantage 
in terms of: 
    
Cost leadership (a low-
cost producer) 
 Microsoft Dynamics CRM is one of the many 
ways that Microsoft has lowered the prices to 
achieve the cost leadership advantage.  The 
company also claims that they can share the 
costs of the online version across 
complimentary technologies such as Office 365 
and their on-premise version. 
  
Differentiation 
(distinguish the product 
in the marketplace) 
Differentiate its offering or focus on a specific 
market segment. (Microsoft, 2012) 
Differentiates itself based 
on the relevance of 
search results, cost of 
executing the search, 
speed of the search, 
product offering from 
AD words to social 
networking site to mobile 
application platform. 
Innovation (create a 
new way of doing 
business) 
Invested $10.4 billion in Fiscal year 2013 in  
R&D capabilities that drive organic growth 
Google has been keeping 
the pipeline of innovation 
going by tapping its 
employees and letting 
ideas percolate up 
(Bercovici, 2013) 
Customer service Microsoft serves the needs of customers around 
the world through improving the quality and 
usability of products in international markets, 
like localize many of their products to reflect 
local languages and conventions. Localizing a 
product may require modifying the user 
interface, altering dialog boxes, and translating 
text. (Microsoft, 2012) 
Google serves and 
satisfies customers 
through Speed of search, 
Cost of search and the 
Relevance of search 
results. 
 
Growth (expand 
production, sell into 
new markets, introduce 
new products) 
Has made beneficial acquisitions like Nokia to 
help them not only boost their expansion to new 
markets with new products but also improve 
their business processes through engineering 
and supply chain. (MarketLine).  
Google Fiber — Internet 
that’s up to 100 times 
faster than basic 
broadband is the new 
way for growth and a 
way to expand to new 
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markets. (Google Fiber) 
Alliance (partner with 
suppliers, distributors 
and others) 
Microsoft has strategic Partnerships and work 
with different companies to market and 
distribute products and services primarily 
through the 3 channels: OEM; distributors and 
resellers; and online. (2012 Annual report) 
Google develop 
relationships with a range 
of organizations, from 
content providers to 
publishers. Development 
and Partnerships teams 
are made up of 
technologists, 
entrepreneurs and leaders 
who have an eye for 
what’s next. 
(http://www.google.dk/a
bout/careers/teams/partne
rships/) 
      
In what ways does the 
company use 
information 
technology or 
management practices 
to: 
    
Improve business 
processes 
Microsoft has recently changed their overall 
strategy and realigned the whole organization in 
order to improve all processes.  (Microsoft, 
2012) 
Google works with 
Online Marketing 
Companies and new 
business developments 
that help to expand its 
businesses into new 
territories and to develop 
products and ideas that 
revolutionize the way 
people connect with 
information. (Google 
Raise barriers to entry 
to rivals or substitute 
products 
By constantly innovating products and services 
that the customers need. For example the newly 
announced (28th April 2014) 40-fold increase 
in the online-file storage available for business 
versions of Office 365 and OneDrive.  
Google spends a lot of 
money on R&D. For 
example, the company 
spent over $1.8 billion in 
just three months in 
2013.   
      
Other Information     
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Annual sales (USD Mn) 77,849.0 (USD Mn) 50,175.0 
Finacial Situation The company recorded revenues of $77,849 
million during the financial year ended June 
2013 (FY2013), an increase of 5.6% over 
FY2012.  The company holds more than $63 
billion of cash and cash equivalents that can be 
used for acquisitions and substantial 
investments into R&D. 
The company recorded 
revenues of $50,175 
million during the fiscal 
year ended December 
2012 (FY2012), an 
increase of 32.4% over 
FY2011. The company 
also holds $48 billion in 
cash and just $7 billion 
of debt.  
Number of employees 99,000 53,861 
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11.2 Appendix 2: SWOT Analysis of Microsoft 
 
Strengths 
 
Extensive portfolio of  software and solutions  
“Microsoft’s comprehensive portfolio allows it to deploy its software on multiple products, including PCs, 
phones, and tablets, gaming consoles, thus enhancing its reach and spread. The comprehensive suites of 
integrated offerings allow the company to provide end-to-end solutions and tap into high value customer 
base. In addition, it also provides significant cross selling opportunities.” (Marketline, 2014) 
 
Strong R&D capabilities driving organic growth 
“The company’s total R&D expense has grown from $9.8 billion (2011) to $10.4 billion in 2013. These 
amounts represented 13% of revenue growth in 2013. Such increase in R&D capabilities allow Microsoft 
to have a competitive advantage over its competitors, and also maintain technological edge over its 
competitors and to stay ahead of industry trends. In addition, it also allows the company to differentiate 
its products with its competitors.” (Marketline, 2014) 
 
Robust financial performance 
“In 2013, the company’s revenues from Microsoft business division grew by 2.7%, while revenues from 
server and tools division grew by 9.4%. More revenues from entertainment and devices division and 
online services division grew by 6.5%, and 11.9%, respectively. Thus, strong financial performance 
across segment enhances its shareholder's value and allows the company to fuel its expansion 
plans.”  (Marketline, 2014)  
 
Weaknesses 
 
Large fines imposed by European Union's competition authority 
“Microsoft was alleged to have engaged in anticompetitive practices owing to which a large fine was 
imposed on the company. In March 2013, the company was fined Eur 561 million. According to the 
competitive authority, Microsoft failed to give at least 15 million consumers a choice of web browser, 
which was a violation of a voluntary antitrust pact due to which the fine was imposed. The fine represents 
over 1% of Microsoft's global turnover. The fine is likely to affect the company's cost structure adversely 
in turn impacting profitability and also entails large outlays of cash.” (Marketline, 2014) 
 
Opportunities 
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Acquisition of Nokia’s devices and services business 
“The acquisition provides Microsoft with expertise in critical areas such as hardware design and 
engineering, supply chain and manufacturing management, and hardware sales, marketing and 
distribution. According to Microsoft, the acquisition would be accretive to its adjusted earnings per share 
starting in 2015. The strategic acquisition of Nokia’s devices and services business would improve the 
company’s portfolio and geographic footprint in both developed and emerging markets further enhancing 
its revenue generation avenues.” (Marketline, 2014) 
 
Increasing adoption of cloud computing services 
“As the rate of businesses moving to the cloud continues to accelerate, Microsoft has several unique 
advantages that can be leveraged to drive growth from its cloud offering which primarily includes 
Windows Azure and Office 365. The enterprises are moving to the cloud on their terms and often use 
hybrid solutions that include the cloud and their existing data center investments. The company’s 
increasing presence in the cloud computing market and the growing end market will provide an 
opportunity for Microsoft to gain new customers and increase its market share in the future.” (Marketline, 
2014) 
 
Growing application servers market 
“Microsoft's server and tools division develop and markets server software, software developer tools, 
cloud-based services, and solutions. The company’s server software includes integrated server 
infrastructure and middleware, which is designed to support software applications, built on the Windows 
Server operating system. This includes the server platform, database, business intelligence, storage, 
management and operations, virtualization, service-oriented architecture platform, security and identity 
software. The segment also builds standalone and software development lifecycle tools for software 
architects, developers, testers and project managers (Marketline report, 2013). The segment also offers a 
platform that helps developers build and connect applications and services in the cloud or on premise. 
The robust demand in the application servers market coupled with Microsoft’s strong server portfolio will 
further enhance the company's growth prospects.” (Marketline, 2014) 
 
Threats 
 
Declining PC market 
“The global PC market has been declining over the past few years. Moreover, this trend is expected to 
continue in 2014 and 2015. According to industry estimates, the global PC market was expected to decline 
by 9.7% in 2013 and continue declining in 2014. The company's Windows division's revenue growth is 
largely correlated to the growth of the PC market worldwide, as approximately 65% of total Windows 
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division revenue comes from Windows operating system software purchased by original equipment 
manufacturers. Furthermore, the trend of most of the growth coming from emerging markets is likely to 
adversely impact the profitability also. In emerging markets, average selling prices are low, and piracy is 
high. These factors will limit growth opportunities for the Windows PC operating system and Office 
applications. The declining PC market is expected to impact the demand for the company’s products thus 
shrinking its revenues and affecting margins.” (Marketline, 2014) 
 
Government litigation and regulatory activity 
“The company’s products and online services offerings, including new technologies are subject to 
government regulation in some jurisdictions, including in areas of user privacy, telecommunications, data 
protection, and online content. The application of these laws and regulations to Microsoft’s business is 
often unclear, subject to change over time, and sometimes may conflict from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. 
Additionally, compliance with these types of regulation may involve significant costs or require changes in 
products or business practices that result in reduced revenue. High regulations on the company may have 
an adverse impact on the company's results of operations.” (Marketline, 2014) 
 
Intense competition 
“Microsoft’s OSD segment competes with Google and a wide array of websites and portals that provide 
content and online offerings to end-users. The company’s Office product competes with software 
application vendors such as Adobe, Apple, Cisco, Google, IBM, Oracle, SAP, and numerous web-based 
competitors as well as local application developers in Asia and Europe. The Microsoft Dynamics products 
compete with vendors such as Oracle and SAP in the market for large organizations and divisions of 
global enterprises. In addition, the company’s Xbox gaming and entertainment business competes with 
console platforms from Nintendo and Sony. These competitive pressures may impact the company's 
market share and margins in the near term.” (Marketline, 2014) 
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11.3 Appendix 3: SWOT Analysis of Google 
Strengths 
Search engine dominance 
“According to the most recent estimates, Google's search engine had a market share of more than 88% 
measured against global website traffic. This is more than 20 times its nearest competitor. Google gained 
ground in the mobile market, as well. The industry estimates indicate that over 90% of the mobile search 
is conducted through Google search engine. Further, Google's share of overall US mobile ad revenue was 
approximately 52% in 2012. The company, therefore, enjoys technology leadership which enabled it to 
drive growth and gain market share. The technology leadership also provides a sustainable advantage as 
the company's entrenched position in the market enables it to drive revenue.” (Marketline, 2014) 
 
Android's success is a growth driver in the mobile market 
“With the mobile ad market predicted to grow very strongly in the coming years, Google is in a good 
position with Android being the most used platform. Google ensures that several of its apps (Google 
Maps, Google Earth, YouTube, Gmail and Google Search, for example, ) are pre-loaded on Android-
powered handsets, making it the default port of call for several tasks. These apps contain ads and thus 
generate revenue for the company .“ (Marketline, 2014) 
 
Increasing cash from operations 
“Google’s cash from operations increased at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 22% during 
2010–12. The company reported an operating cash flow of $16,619 million, an increase of 14.1% over 
2011. High operating cash flow to sales ratio indicates a company's efficiency at converting sales to cash, 
which reflects its high earnings quality. Increasing cash flow from operations lends greater stability to the 
company's operations and allows for further growth.” (Marketline, 2014) 
 
Weaknesses 
Weaker strategy in social media advertising space 
“The company has specialized in search engine related advertising. However, the content which attracts 
branded advertising is yet to be effectively tapped by Google. The company has social networking sites 
such as Google+ and Orkut in its portfolio. The latter has proved high user engagement, loyalty and 
switching costs associated with its users taking their entire content with them. The strategy facilitates a 
sustainable and ever expanding reach of a set of users which Google is yet to tap. Google is highly 
dependent on search advertising which is becoming mature and is yet to come up with a strong content 
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and social networking strategy. Social networking could prove to be disruptive in the industry eroding 
Google's growth prospects going forward.” (Marketline, 2014)  
 
Opportunities 
Poised to benefit from the growing smartphone and tablet market 
“Android is estimated to continue to be the market leader by 2015. This suggests that Android is 
operating in something of a boom market, one which presents excellent growth opportunities for the 
foreseeable future.” (Marketline, 2014) 
 
Display advertisement and mobile ad spend will be strong drivers 
“A key growth area for Google would be mobile advertising space, which is an emerging opportunity and 
will shape to be a prominent one for the company. The global mobile advertising revenue is expected to 
reach about $25 billion in 2016. The growth in mobile advertising market is primarily due to increased 
uptake in smartphones and tablets, as well as the merger of consumer behaviors on computers and mobile 
devices. Google has a strong presence in the mobile ad segment and will benefit from the growth in the 
segment.” (Marketline, 2014) 
 
Positive outlook for global online video market 
“Google has a significant presence in the online video market. The company operates YouTube, a video-
sharing website which allows users to upload, view and share videos online. YouTube experienced strong 
growth in the recent times particularly from mobile viewers and has established key partnerships with 
content companies to help monetize mobile video. The company's penetration into the online video market 
will enhance top line growth and also facilitates foray into high growth revenue stream.” ( Marketline, 
2014) 
 
Threats 
European Commission antitrust investigations 
“In May 2012, the EC investigation identified four concerns where Google business practices were 
considered as abuses of dominance. The EC expressed concerns over the company’s specialized search; 
content usage; exclusivity agreements with publishers for the provision of online search advertising on 
their websites; and contractual restrictions on the portability and management of online search 
advertising campaigns across Google's AdWords and competing platforms. Although, the company 
submitted new proposals to address the antitrust concerns, in April 2013, the new proposals were rejected 
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by the EC. If any new commitments proposed by Google fails to provide a satisfactory solution to the EC's 
competition concerns, the EC could impose a fine of up to 10% of the company’s annual worldwide 
turnover. The outcomes of the above investigations in Europe could restrict the operating flexibility for 
the company and impact the popularity of its existing products. Additionally, Google might have to 
witness large outlays for damages and settlements.” (Marketline, 2014) 
 
PRISM electronic surveillance program 
“The company has been facing scrutiny from various governments for allegedly violating data privacy 
laws due to its involvement in the PRISM project. Such allegations of Google’s involvement in the PRISM 
project will impact the company’s brand image and market share. Users have been becoming very weary 
of the websites such as Google capturing their data. The company’s alleged involvement in the PRISM 
project is likely to impact the usage of its websites and other applications amidst concerns over data 
privacy. Increasing scrutiny will also result in investigations from various governments. In addition, such 
allegation will restrict users’ activities, which in turn will impact the company’s topline growth.” 
(Marketline, 2014) 
 
Intense competition 
“Google’s significant competitors in mobile operating systems market include Microsoft, BlackBerry, and 
Apple. In addition, the company’s mobile segment competes will several mobile device manufacturers 
such as Apple, BlackBerry, Samsung, HTC, Lenovo, among others. Also, the growing consolidation in the 
industry will put pressure on the company’s growth. For instance, Microsoft’s acquisition of Nokia’s 
devices and services business is expected to further strengthen Microsoft market position which will 
compete more strongly with Android devices. Furthermore, Apple has time and again announced launch 
of low cost phones which might pressurize the company’s market share in the emerging countries, where 
currently Android has been popular for low cost smartphones. 
The intensifying competition has the potential to impact the market share and growth prospects for 
Google.” (Marketline, 2014) 
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Appendix 3: Observations 
 
Observations from Microsoft seminar on the 27th of March 2014, Copenhagen Business 
School 
 
The presentation was held by Microsoft, Marketing Communications Manager Denmark who 
went through his presentation with a slide that defined their profile, products and their 7 
Marketing principles.  
 
Marketing for Microsoft have changed. Going from a company that was highly innovative, and 
now has to deal with high competition to win consumers, now demands a higher priority of 
innovation and keeping the company in development at all time in order to seize new markets, 
opportunities and wherever they predict the wind is going. 
 
The last 10 years have redefined Microsoft as a company coming from a “Service” state of mind 
to new being a “products and services” company. 
The manager defined their marketing as grounded within their 7 marketing principles of doing 
business: 
 
(all principles was explained in the following order) 
 
1. Live and breathe the customer journey 
Microsoft has to be a company that acknowledge the customer needs and to do that they need to 
act and think like the customer in order to solve crucial problems in the customers daily routines.  
 
2. Romance our product truths 
In order to deliver high quality products, all products needs to seen as a need rather than a 
possibility. In order to empower this all products launches needs to be caring and therefore 
Microsoft have professional people to help customers in different stores before buying their 
products.  
 
3. Know and respect the competition 
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It is important for them to respect the competition, as without the competition they would be who 
they are today. They would not be able to develop the highly innovative products today as with 
no challenges, no progress. They need to confirm to the fact that their competitors are there and 
instead of discriminating them, they should focus on cooperation and respect. 
 
4. Throw fewer pebbles - make bigger waves 
In order to have a sustainable company, Microsoft needs to act upon the “less is more” -principle. 
This is due to the fact that they believe their products are of high quality and therefore they 
should not focus on using lots of economical resources on doing marketing as the consumer 
already knows they are there and what they stand for. Quality.  
 
5. Plan the work - work the plan 
Strategically they follow they plans prepared but in a dynamic landscape their marketing should 
also develop with time and demand in order to at all-time serve was is requested from the 
consumer.  
 
6. Disclosure drives action 
Keeping secrets is essential - as they in a competitive landscape needs to keep high disclosure so 
they competitor cannot go in and copy their innovations before they ar eon the market. 
Marketing-wise the disclosure moves Microsoft against innovation and closer to the consumer. 
7. Skate to where the puck is going to be 
The environment today has a whole other demand that it had for 5, 10, 15 years ago - that means 
that a corporation like Microsoft needs to follow track of what is new and what will be newer in 
the future. Microsoft tries to follow the puck  wherever it goes - as they have made a mistake 
earlier by for example not going 100% into cloud-servicing.  
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For the analysis 
 
On march 27th, Microsoft held a marketing strategy seminar at Copenhagen Business School. 
The overall theme of the seminar was “A Matter of Identity” presented by their Marketing 
Communications Manager Denmark who focused on making consumers understand the process 
Microsoft is in and how their marketing is constructed. When interpreting our observations which 
was based upon note-taking during the 1-hour seminar, each observant were obliged to stay 
objective and being prepared. It was determined to focus on the essential for this study - their 
marketing strategy.  
 
Microsoft proposed an understanding of how the landscape was structured in relation to their 
consumers and competitors. They emphasized that the process of dealing with technology, was a 
highly dynamic field which needed attention and resources to keep track on. During the 
presentation Google was mentioned 2 times - which all throughout the presentation was 
something they used to compare with, on several occasions emphasizing that Microsoft is still the 
company with biggest revenue and is still the one businesses and consumers prefer in their daily 
use. Elaborating on the fact that Google was both the only company compared with and discussed 
emphasized that they are their biggest competitor in consumers eco-system. However the most 
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interesting aspect of the presentation was the 7 principles of Microsoft Corporation (see 
appendix) which is determined to be unified for the whole company and not Denmark, as 
presented at the presentation. The 7 principles defines Microsoft’s marketing and how they work 
and develop in relation to staying innovative and getting new consumers.  
 
Their 3rd principle was one which was the most interesting for this study - as they claim that they 
should “know and respect the competition” - this was defined by the argument that without the 
competitive landscape which is here today, Microsoft and other companies would have a hard 
time innovating and offering better products to the consumers. This means that they need to 
respect their competitors, including Google. However that does not complement the actions they 
took in hiring Mark Penn and acknowledging the Scroogled campaign.  
 
 
 
3. Know and respect the competition 
It is important for them to respect the competition, as without the competition they would be who 
they are today. They would not be able to develop the highly innovative products today as with 
no challenges, no progress. They need to confirm to the fact that their competitors are there and 
instead of discriminating them, they should focus on cooperation and respect. 
 
 
 
 
